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ABSTRACT 

The acoustic radiation from harmonically vibrating planar sources (pistons and thin 

plates) is investigated. Triangular, rectangular, circular, and elliptical sources are studied. 

Clamped and simply supported boundary conditions are considered for plates. The far-

field acoustic pressure, the acoustic intensity, and the acoustic power expressions are 

obtained analytically. Two different approaches are used to find the acoustic power for 

some cases, and the results are compared. The intensity and power expressions are the 

time-averaged ones, and the latter is applicable only to sufficiently low frequency of 

vibrations. Finally, the dependence of the results on various design parameters, such as 

frequency of vibration and source geometry, is investigated. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introductor\- Remarks 

Acoustics is the science that studies the emission, transmission, and reception of 

sound waves. It touches on disciplines as different as psychology and meteorology, and 

includes many subdisciplines such as architectural acoustics, structural acoustics, bio-

acoustics, environmental acoustics, and musical acoustics (Temkin, 1981). 

"If a tree falls in the forest, and no one is there to hear it, will there be sound?" This 

was one ofthe popular questions discussed and debated by scientists in the eighteenth 

centur}'. This question can be answered with a yes or a no. because "sound" is an 

interesting word that has acquired two meanings. The answer depends upon whether it is 

regarded as a physical phenomenon (a mechanical radiant energy that is transmitted 

through the air) or as a sensation inside the mind of a listener; the first is an objecti\ e 

definition while the second being a subjective one. But whether regarded objecti\eh' or 

subjecti\ ely, it is a fact that in physical terms, sound has power (Chedd, 1970). 

The physical manifestation of sound is a time-dependent pressure variation around a 

static pressure in a compressible fluid, such as air or water. These variations can be 

generated by vibrations or motions of structures (Junger and Feit, 1972). 

Noise or acoustic noise, on the other hand, is defined as unwanted sound and 

therefore it is a sound that annoys, disturbs, bothers, irritates, perturbs, agitates, interferes 

with, distracts, or harms (Ghering, 1978). 

Naturall}', when talking about sound, especially noise, the audible frequenc\- range -

that is, the range between about 16 Hz and 16 kHz - is of primary interest, \lbrations and 

\\a\'es at lower frequencies (infrasound; generally belong to the fields of mechanical 

vibrations or seismics, whereas those at higher frequencies belong to the field of 

ultrasonics (Cremer et al., 1987). 

Since noise is an unwanted sound, there may be cases in which it should be 

eliminated or at least minimized. Therefore the quantification of sound radiated from 

structures is an important issue from a noise control point of view. 
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It is also important for the engineer to have general expressions for acoustic properties of 

structural elements. In acoustics, generally speaking, finding closed form or even 

approximate expressions for these properties may be difficult unless some practical 

restrictions on the physical shapes ofthe structures are included. The most important 

structural elements are, in the applied mechanics sense, beams, plates, or shells. 

Therefore, there seems to be adequate motivation for developing analytical tools for the 

sound radiated from structural elements to take effective noise control measures. 

1.2 Scope ofthe Study 

The main objective of this study is to develop general analytical expressions for far-

field acoustic pressure distribution, acoustic intensity, and acoustic power radiation due 

to harmonically vibrating planar sources, namely pistons and thin plates. 

Triangular, rectangular, circular, and elliptical sources are studied. Clamped and 

simply supported boundary conditions are considered for plates. 

The acoustic intensity and the acoustic power radiation expressions are the time-

averaged ones, and the latter apply only to low kL values (a non-dimensional quantity in 

which k is the acoustic wave number, and Z is a representative length ofthe source of 

interest). 

For some cases, two different approaches are used to obtain the acoustic power 

expressions and the results are compared. 

Finally, the dependence ofthe results obtained on various design parameters, such as 

frequency of vibration and source geometry, is investigated. 

1.3 Literature Survey 

Since the first step in an acoustics problem is a vibration analysis, it is better to start 

with vibration of plates. This field has been studied extensively by many researchers. In 

the present study, the analysis is limited to thin plates having three different geometric 

shapes; namely, rectangular, circular, and elliptical plates. Therefore, the literature survey 

is also limited with these cases. 



Leissa (1969) investigated the vibrations of plates in detail. In this comprehensive 

study, he compiled the available knowledge for the frequencies and mode shapes of 

circular, elliptical, triangular, rectangular, parallelogram, and several other quadrilateral 

plates. He also analyzed anisotropic plates, plates with inplane forces, and plates with 

variable thickness. The chapters on fundamental equations of classical plate theory, 

circular, and elliptical plates were especially useful for this study. 

Warburton (1954) studied the free transverse vibrations of rectangular plates. He 

considered all possible combinations ofthe three different boundary conditions (free, 

clamped, and simply supported) and used assumed deflection functions satisfying the 

plate equation and the boundary conditions to find the frequencies. The free vibration 

analysis and the assumed deflection functions presented in this paper constitute the basis 

for the analysis of thin rectangular plates in this study. This paper will be discussed in 

detail in Chapter IV. 

Bhat (1985) obtained natural frequencies of rectangular plates by utilizing a set of 

beam characteristic orthogonal polynomials in the Rayleigh-Ritz method, and he 

compared them with the frequencies obtained with other methods. His results are superior 

to the ones in the literature for lower modes, especially for plates with any free edges. 

Bhat et al. (1990) investigated the natural frequencies of rectangular plates of non

uniform thickness with different boundary conditions by using four different 

methodologies; namely, the Rayleigh-Ritz method with characteristic orthogonal 

polynomial shape functions, the Rayleigh-Ritz method with a shape function including 

two exponents to be determined by minimizing the fundamental frequency coefficient, 

the optimized Kantorovich method, and the finite element method. They compared and 

discussed the results. 

Dickinson and Di Blasio (1986) used series composed of orthogonal polynomial 

functions in the Rayleigh-Ritz method to analyze the flexural vibration of isotropic and 

orthotropic rectangular plates. They also considered the vibration of plates subject to in-

plane direct and shear loading, together with the associated elastic buckling problem. 

Finally, they used these functions to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes. 



Nayfeh et al. (1976) presented a general procedure to determine the natural 

frequencies and mode shapes of nearly annular and circular plates. They used the method 

of strained parameters together with a transfer ofthe boundary conditions. They also 

presented some numerical results for clamped elliptical and square plates. The method 

yielded qualitatively and quantitatively accurate results. 

Chonan (1978) studied the random vibration of an elastically supported circular plate 

with an elastically restrained edge and an initial radial tension. He derived analytical 

expressions for the mean square displacement and moment by using the orthogonality 

property ofthe mode functions. He also presented numerical results for a range of 

parameters, and analyzed the effects ofthe elastic edge constraint, the radial tension, and 

the stiffness ofthe foundation on the statistical responses ofthe plate. 

Kim and Dickinson (1989) used series composed of orthogonally generated 

polynomial functions in the Rayleigh-Ritz method to analyze the flexural vibration of 

thin, flat annular and circular plates. Their approach is applicable to plates having some 

complicating effects, such as anisotropy, varying thickness, or intermediate concentric 

ring supports. 

Lam et al. (1992) developed a general numerical method to predict the natural 

frequencies and the mode shapes for transverse vibration of circular and elliptical plates. 

They used a set of orthogonal plate functions in the Rayleigh-Ritz method to approximate 

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. For all cases, their results were in good agreement with 

the literature. 

Singh and Chakraverty (1992) computed the first four frequencies and mode shapes 

for simply supported elliptical and circular plates of uniform thickness by utilizing 

orthogonal polynomials in the Rayleigh-Ritz method. For numerical convergence, they 

worked out successive approximations. They also considered different aspect ratios for 

elliptical plates, and compared the results with the literature for some cases. 

Shibaoka (1956) solved the transverse vibration of a clamped elliptical plate in an 

exact manner by using Mathieu and modified Mathieu functions, and he showed the 

relationship between the frequency ofthe fundamental mode of vibration and the 



eccentricity ofthe plate graphically. He also obtained an approximate formula for the 

mentioned relationship, which can be used for small eccentricities. 

Leissa (1967) used a three-term deflection function in the Rayleigh-Ritz method to 

obtain the fundamental frequencies of a simply supported elliptical plate. Sato (1972) 

used Mathieu and modified Mathieu functions to analyze the free flexural vibrations of 

the same plate. Simply supported elliptical plates are out of scope ofthe present study, 

but an analysis similar to the approximate acoustic analysis presented in Chapter VI can 

be used to obtain a simple acoustic power expression for this plate. 

Laura et al. (1976) studied the forced vibrations of a circular plate elastically 

restrained against rotation and subjected to two types of loading. They used simple 

polynomial expressions and a variational approach to analyze the behavior ofthe plate. 

Leissa (1978) extended the Rayleigh-Ritz-Galerkin methods used widely for free 

vibration problems to problems of forced vibrations of continuous bodies with damping. 

He applied the method to two classical examples, namely, a string and a clamped circular 

plate. 

The acoustic radiation from structures is also an extensively studied field. Since the 

analysis is only limited to the acoustic radiation from planar sources, the literature will 

also be limited with this topic. 

Williams (1983) developed a power series expansion ofthe acoustic power radiated 

from baffled or unbaffled planar sources in terms ofthe various moments ofthe given 

velocity distribution in the source plane. He also derived an alternate form ofthe power 

series expansion in terms ofthe Fourier transformed velocity and its derivatives in k 

space. Finally, he used the formulation to find the first several terms ofthe acoustic 

power radiated from a simply supported, a clamped, and a free rectangular plate. 

Snyder and Tanaka (1995) calculated the total acoustic power output of an infinitely 

baffled, simply supported rectangular panel at low frequencies by using its modal 

radiation efficiencies. 

Berry et al. (1990) analyzed the sound radiation from a baffled, rectangular plate 

with edges elastically restrained against deflection and rotation. They investigated the 

effects of boundary conditions on the sound radiation when the frequency is below the 



critical frequency ofthe plate. Laura and Ercoli (1992) commented on this paper 

regarding the free and forced vibrations of plates. Berry et al. (1992) replied their 

comment. 

Wallace (1972) determined the radiation resistance corresponding to the natural 

modes of a finite rectangular panel theoretically by using the total energy radiated to the 

far-field. He obtained asymptotic solutions for the low frequency region and curves 

covering the entire frequency range through numerical integration. 

Currey and Cunefare (1995) provided a theoretical analysis for the acoustic radiation 

of a vibrating rectangular plate through the eigenvalue problem. They analyzed the 

characteristics ofthe radiation modes of rectangular plates under long-wavelength 

conditions. They also investigated the bounding and convergence behavior ofthe 

radiation efficiencies under these conditions. 

Rahman and Ertas (1994) calculated the total acoustic power radiated from one side 

of a baffled rectangular plate vibrating at one of its natural modes numerically. They 

considered different boundary conditions, aspect ratios, thickness ratios, and mode orders 

for the plates. 

Alper and Magrab (1970) studied the radiation from the forced harmonic vibrations 

of a clamped circular plate. The motion in the plate was described by the Mindlin-

Timoshenko theory, which includes the effects of transverse shear and rotary inertia. 

They obtained the solutions with the use of orthogonal functions, and their solution 

removed all previous restrictions regarding the boundary conditions ofthe plate, 

symmetry ofthe forcing and applicable frequency range. 

Nakayama et al. (1980) calculated the transient acoustic pressure field due to an 

elastic circular plate excited by a normal incident plane sound pulse. They also obtained 

the impulse response of this pressure field by assuming a simple expression for the 

radiation impedance ofthe vibrating plate. 

Williams and Maynard (1982) evaluated the Rayleigh's integral formula numerically 

for planar radiators of any shape, with any specified velocity distribution in the source 

plane by using a fast Fourier transform algorithm. Their algorithm increased the speed of 

computations drastically. 



Cunefare (1991) developed a technique for deriving the optimal surface velocity 

distribution on the surface of a finite baffied beam. The importance of this is that the 

optimal velocity distribution minimizes the radiation efficiency ofthe beam for a 

specified maximum permissible mode and frequency. He then considered simply 

supported and clamped-clamped boundary conditions for the beam as examples. 

Levine (1984) established an exact representation for the time-averaged power 

output generated by individual modes of a normal surface velocity distribution on a 

simply supported, baffled rectangular plate. His analysis enabled analytical estimates to 

be found in the short wavelength range and provided details unresolved by numerical 

analysis. 

Deffayet and Nelson (1988) applied the quadratic optimization theory to determine 

the minimum sound power output of a baffled simply supported panel when the radiation 

is controlled with additional monopole sources. They assumed the point monopole 

sources to be coincident with the panel surface and used the interference of sound fields 

to minimize the power output. 

Kompella (1994) studied the effects of geometry and boundary conditions on the 

radiated acoustic power. He considered rectangular and circular plates with several 

different boundary conditions, and investigated the variation ofthe acoustic power with 

different design parameters. 

Other than these references, some books can also be mentioned shortly. Beyer (1999) 

gave an excellent account ofthe last two hundred years of acoustics. Chedd (1970) 

emphasized important areas of applications of acoustics. Ghering (1978) and Rettinger 

(1973) provided general information about acoustic noise control. The books by Kinsler 

and Frey (1950), Hunter (1957), and Temkin (1981) were helpful for the fundamentals of 

acoustics. For the structural acoustics the books by Junger and Feit (1972) and by Cremer 

et al. (1987) were useful. Finally, the book by McLachlan (1955) was needed for 

calculations including Bessel functions. 
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CHAPTER II 

ACOUSTIC RADIATION FROM PLANAR SOURCES 

2.1 Assumptions 

To define the range of validity ofthe results obtained, the underlying assumptions 

will be stated. Since in an acoustics problem there are different media involved, the air 

being the acoustic medium and the planar sources being the solid medium in the present 

study, they generally have their own assumptions. 

For the acoustic medium, the first assumption is that pressure deviations from the 

hydrostatic pressure (what is called far-field acoustic pressure in this study) are a linear 

function ofthe fractional density change (the condensation) and ofthe fractional volume 

change (the dilatation). Therefore, the perturbations to the equations of motions ofthe 

acoustic medium are assumed to be small; in other words, time-dependent functions 

represent slight deviations from the time-independent equilibrium conditions. The 

medium is also assumed to be homogeneous and inviscid. Normally, in an acoustics 

problem, there is dynamic interaction between the acoustic medium and the structure. 

When the ratio ofthe density ofthe medium to the density ofthe structure material is 

considerably low, then the forces applied by the medium on the structure can be 

neglected. Therefore, the dynamics ofthe structure can be analyzed as if it is in vacuum. 

Otherwise, coupled differential equations would have to be solved which would make the 

problem much more complex. 

This study covers pistons and plates as structural elements, and there are assumptions 

which are applicable to both of them. The first of these assumptions is that the structures 

are assumed to be baffled; that is to say, in the plane, only the source vibrates, and the 

remaining part ofthe plane is rigid and stationary. Otherwise, there will be a velocity 

field around the source, which has to be known to analyze the problem. Secondly, the 

bottom side ofthe source is vacuumed. This means that there is no acoustic medium 

beneath it and the acoustic radiation is only to the half-space above the source. 

For plates, there are some other assumptions. First of all, the plate is isotropic, 

elastic, and homogeneous. Secondly, only the transverse vibrations and deflections are 
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considered, and these deflections are small when compared to the plate dimensions. The 

thickness ofthe plate is uniform, and it is small when compared to other plate 

dimensions. Therefore, thin plate assumption can be used. Lastly, the influence of shear 

and rotary inertia is negligible in the vibration analysis. 

2.2 Methodology 

The following steps are used to obtain the necessary acoustic quantities: 

i. Assumption of a displacement function for the piston, or solution ofthe plate 

equation with the boundary conditions to obtain a displacement function for the plate; 

ii. Derivation ofthe surface velocity distribution ofthe source from the displacement 

function. 

After the previous step, two directions are followed to obtain acoustic power 

expressions. 

For the far-field integration approach: 

iii. Derivation ofthe far-field pressure distribution from the velocity distribution; 

iv. Derivation ofthe acoustic intensity from the far-field pressure; 

v. Derivation ofthe acoustic power from the acoustic intensity; 

For the surface integration approach: 

iii. Derivation ofthe acoustic power from the velocity distribution directly. 

2.3 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 

The acoustic pressure produced at any far-field point by the vibration of a planar 

source is the sum ofthe pressures that would be produced by an equivalent assembly of 

simple sources; in other words, infinitesimal elements on the surface ofthe source. Each 

infinitesimal element of area dS of a harmonically vibrating source mounted in an 

infinite baffle, as shown in Fig. 2.1, contributes an element of pressure dp given by 

dp = -i^^udSQxp[i{-Q)t + kd)] (2.1) 

at a far-field point P. In Eq. (2.1), p is the equilibrium density ofthe acoustic medium; c 

is the speed of sound in the same medium; d is the distance between the far-field point 



and the infinitesimal element; u is the transverse velocity distribution on the surface of 

the source; and co is the frequency of vibration. 

An equation for the acoustic pressure at this far-field point can be obtained by 

integrating dp given by Eq. (2.1) over the surface ofthe vibrating source. Then, the 

pressure produced by the planar source at that specific far-field point is expressed as 

pck exp(-icot) 
p = -i ^ 

2nd 

\uexp{ikd)dS, (2.2) 

where s denotes the surface ofthe source. Eq. (2.2) is called Rayleigh's formula or 

Rayleigh integral. 

The acoustic wave number, k, is given by 

CO 

k = —, (2.3) 

By using the geometry of Fig. 2.1 and the trigonometric relations, it can be shown 

that the distance, d, between the far-field point P and the center ofthe infinitesimal 

element, point A, is 

z i P(R,(l>,e) 

Figure 2.1. A Planar Source and the Coordinate System. 
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d = [R'+r^- 2Rr sin(0) cos(0 -a)] , (2.4) 

where d, r, a , R, (j), and 0 are as shown in the figure. 

If d, given by Eq. (2.4), is substituted into Rayleigh's formula, the surface integral 

in Eq. (2.2) becomes too complex. Therefore, its binomial expansion should be used to 

have a simplified but still accurate expression. After the expansion, it becomes 

d = R-r sin(0) cos(0 -a) + 0 (2.5) 

The assumption of P being a far-field point requires R being very much greater 

than r iR))r ). This means that d in the denominator of Eq. (2.2) can be approximated 

by R, but d in the exponential term ofthe same equation should also include the second 

term in Eq. (2.5) since it refers to a phase difference between different infinitesimal 

elements. 

After all these simplifications, Eq, (2.2) can be written as 

. , pck Qxp\i{-cot + kR)] c . , ^ , M 
p{R,(l),e,t) = -i- ^^ ^ [wexp -zyb'sin(0)cos((^-a)kS', (2.7) 

2nR ^ 

where R, (j), and 6 are the spherical coordinates locating the far-field point P and they 

should not be confused with the coordinates ofthe surface integral. In other words, they 

should be treated as constants inside the surface integral because the aim is to find the 

pressure created by the whole source at a fixed far-field point. 

Sometimes using different coordinate systems for different source shapes may be 

more convenient. Therefore, it is a good idea to express the surface integral in Eq. (2.7) in 

both polar and rectangular coordinate systems. 

To obtain the far-field pressure expression in which the surface integral is written in 

terms of polar coordinates (r and a ), rdrda is substituted for dS in Eq. (2.7). Thus, 

the far-field pressure in polar coordinates becomes 

pckQXp\i(-Q)t+ kR)\ r . X r / \ / \i 
p{R,(l),e,t) = -i- ^^^ '-^\u{r,a)Qxp[-ikrsm(e)cos((l)-a)\rdrda . (2.8) 

2nR i 
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To express the surface integral in rectangular coordinates (x and y), dS should be 

replaced by dxdy . The cos(0 - a ) term should be expanded, and, upon this expansion, it 

should be realized that r cos(a) is equal to x, and r sin(a) is equal to y. After these 

changes, the far-field pressure in rectangular coordinates can be written as 

, , pck Qxr)\i(-cot + kR)] 
p[R,^,ej) = -i^ ^LL^ ^ 

2nR (2.9) 
X J u(x,y) expj-zA: sin(0)[cos(0)x + sin((/))>^]j^^iy. 

5 

2.4 Acoustic Intensity 

Acoustic disturbances for which the pressure is uniform on planes normal to the 

direction of propagation are known as plane waves. As the plane waves propagate 

through the acoustic medium, energy is transmitted from one part ofthe medium to 

another. The time-averaged rate at which the energy is transferred per unit area is the 

acoustic intensit}'; in other words, it is the acoustic power flow per unit area (Fahy and 

Walker, 1998). 

For plane progressive waves and in the case of a harmonicalh \ibrating source, the 

average ofthe intensity o\'er all time is (Junger and Feit, 1972) 

/ i ? , ( » , 0 ^ l ^ \ ^ 1̂ • (2.10) 

2pc 

where \p[R,(l>,0)\ is the amplitude of p{R.(f),6,t) given by Eqs. (2.7) to (2.9) (whichever 

is used) without the time-dependent term exp(-/cor). A derivation of Eq. (2.10) is 
presented in Appendix A. 

2.5 Acoustic Power Radiation 

Acoustic power radiation can be defmed as the rate of acoustic energy delivered b> a 

source. Since the acoustic intensity is the acoustic power flow per unit area, the total 

acoustic power radiated b}- any source can be obtained by mtegrating the acoustic 

intensit\' over a surface of convenience. 
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In the present study, two approaches are used to obtain the total acoustic power 

radiated from planar sources; namely, far-field and surface integration approaches and 

their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. 

In the far-field integration approach, the radial component ofthe acoustic intensity is 

integrated over an imaginary far-field hemisphere enclosing the source (Junger and Feit, 

1972), and this explains the reason for writing the far-field pressure expressions in terms 

of spherical coordinates in previous sections. For analytical studies, a hemisphere over 

the source is the most suitable choice as the enclosing surface since it allows one to use 

spherical coordinates. For experimental studies, on the other hand, the choice of planar 

surfaces forming a cube or a parallelepiped over the source would be much better because 

acoustic intensity measurements can be made more easily on planar surfaces than on 

curved ones. 

The total acoustic power radiation can be written as 

In nil 

n = j ji{R,(i),e)sm{e)R^ded(j), (2.11) 
(^=00=0 

where l[R,(j),6) is given by Eq. (2.10), /(i?,0,0)sin(0) is the radial component ofthe 

acoustic intensity, and R^dOdcj) is the area ofthe infinitesimal surface element ofthe 

hemisphere. 

The other approach is to integrate the (real) acoustic intensity over the surface ofthe 

source, and, in this case, the acoustic power can be written as (Snyder and Tanaka, 1995) 

1 ^- ^ 
n = - R e 

2 
\p,udS , (2.12) 

V5 

where p^ is the surface pressure, and u* is the complex conjugate ofthe surface velocity. 

As a continuation ofthe derivation given for Eq. (2.10), a derivation of Eq. (2.12) is 

also presented in Appendix A. 

The surface pressure can still be given by Eq. (2.2), and if this expression is 

substituted into Eq. (2.12) after suppressing the harmonic time dependent term 

Qxp{-icot), one can get 
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1 
n = - R e 

2 

( \ 

\ -i^^ju'exp{ikd)dS' udS , (2.13) 

where primes are used to distinguish between the contents ofthe two surface integrals. 

The suppression ofthe time dependence is again due to the fact that the time-

averaged intensity is integrated over the surface and all ofthe above acoustic power 

formulations account for this averaging process in itself To clarify this point further, the 

reader is referred to Appendix A. 

In Eq. (2.13), taking d in the denominator into the inner integral, grouping all 

constant terms outside the integrals, using Eq. (2.3) to replace the first k, and rearranging 

yields 

n = - R e 
2 

f 
-I 

. pco c r ^ Qxp{ikd) 

V 
11" 

^^ss ^ 
dS'udS 

\ 

(2.14) 

Using Euler's formula to expand the exp(zM) term in Eq. (2.14) and taking the real 

part ofthe whole quantity inside the parenthesis, the total acoustic power becomes 

n = pco 
An 

\\u'u * Sim (kd) 
dS'dS (2.15) 

s s 
If rectangular coordinates are used, Eq. (2.15) can be simplified further. Since z = 0 

on the surface ofthe source, d is given by 

d = (x-x') -^[y-y)' 
Ml 

(2.16) 

where {x\y) locates the radiating infinitesimal element, while (x,y) can be thought of 

as the location ofthe far-field point, or the receiving point, although this point is also on 

the surface. This is because the surface over which the acoustic intensity is integrated is 

the surface ofthe source itself 

If sin(M) in Eq. (2.15) is expanded in its MacLaurin series, all d'^ are replaced 

with the expression given by Eq. (2.16), and, then, simplifying a series expansion for the 

total acoustic power can be obtained as 

n = f^I7r^Tf(-lrJj«(^'.>''K(^.>')[(^-^') +(>'-/)'] dSdS'. (2.17) 
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The binomial expansion ofthe term bracketed in Eq. (2.17) can be written as 

/=o V W 

m 2m-2l 2/ 

/=0 p=0 q=0 

(m\(2m-2N2l'\ 
(2.18) 

V ^ J K ^ J 

^2.-2l-p^,Py2l-qy, 

where m, I, p, q aiQ indices and m 

ylj 
m\ll\[m-l)\. 

Substituting Eq. (2.18) into Eq. (2.17), replacing one ofthe k 's with co I c, and 

writing the elemental areas in terms of rectangular coordinates yields 

2 pco- ^ [-Xye'"^ 2^2/ 2̂  rm\f2m- 2/Y2/ ' 

47rc ^o(2w + l)!lfe ^ ^ U A P J U y (2.19) 
^\u{x',y')x'Py''dx'dy\u{x,y)x'-"'-^'-'y^'-'dxdy. 

s s 

This is a difficult expression to deal with because it is an infinite sum. But for any source 

geometry, the total acoustic power can be written in terms of even powers of kL. 

Therefore, by taking only a few terms of this series into account, approximate analytic 

expressions for acoustic power can be obtained. This may seem a huge limitation; 

actually, it is in the sense that one cannot "map" acoustic power through the whole 

"spectrum" of kL values. But, even low kL values refer to fairly high frequency values 

in practice. 

In the present study, in obtaining approximate power expressions, only the first two 

m values in Eq. (2.19) are considered; in other words, m = 0 and m = 1 cases. 

For w = 0, the only combination of indices is 

{m,I,p,q) = {0,0,0,0). 

For m = \, there are six different combinations, and they are given by 
{m,l,p,q) = (1,0,0,0), (1,0,1,0), (1,0,2,0), (1,1,0,0), (1,1,0,1), (1,1,0,2). 

Let us write down the power expressions for each set of indices, but for convenience let 

us also denote each of them with different subscripts of n . 

For w = 0 or {m,l,p,q) = (0,0,0,0): 
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n„ = pco 
4nc 

ju{x'.y')dx'dy'\u*[x,y)dxdy 

For m = \. and 

for {m,l,p,q) = {1,0,0,0): 

for {m,l,p,q) = {1,0,1,0): 

^1.2 = 

for {m,l,p,q) = {1,0,2,0): 

for (/72,/,;7,^) = (1,1,0,0): 

for {m,l,p,q) = {U,0,l): 

pco 
( 1.2 

4nc V 
\ju{x',y)dx'dyju{x,y)x'dxdy 

pco 
U U2 

4nc 
J u{x',y')x'dx'dy'\ u*{x,y)xcbcdy 

pco -f 1.2 

ATZC V 6 
][u{x',yy^dx'dy\u {x,y)dxdy, 

pco 
Anc 

2 / , ^ 

6 V " 7 5 
|W(X',:F')^W;^'JW*(^'>')>''^<^>' 

pco' 
f 1.2 

4nc 

and for {m,l,p,q) = (1,1,0,2): 

V 
\\ u{x',y')y'dx'dy' \ u*{x,y)ydxdy 

n,.= pft) 2 ^ 1.2 

4.6 47rc V 
jw(j',>^')>^''6£c'^>;'jw*(x,>;)^J>; 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

s s 

Combining all six power terms for m = l, the second power term can be written as 

n.^Zn,, (2.27) 
/=i 

Finally, the total acoustic power can be approximated as 

n = no+ni (2.28) 

If one more power term (112) would be included in Eq. (2.28), this additional term 

would contain nineteen different power components in itself It can be realized that 
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without Ylj, there are already seven power terms (one from Yl^, and six from IIj) and, 

therefore, taking only the first two m values into account is a reasonable approximation. 

In addition, the effect of one more term would be negligible for kL{{l. 

The reader is referred to Williams (1983) for an excellent treatment of this second 

approach as well as an alternate one. 

Converting the above acoustic power formulation into polar coordinates is easy. 

Substituting rcos(a), r sin(a), and rdrda forx, y, and dxdy, respectively, into Eq. 

(2.19), writing the velocities in terms of polar coordinates, and making the 

simplifications, n becomes 

pco^ » (-1)"k"" ^^^'^ (mY2m-2lY2P 
U = I -EZZ 

4;rc ^o(2w + l)!/=o ^0 ^ U A P M) 

x^u{r',a'y'^'^'cosP{a')sm\a')dr'da' 
s 

x\u{r,a)r''"-'-'^' cos""-''''{a) sin''-'{a)drda. 

(2.29) 

And, the individual power terms can be written as 

n. = pco 
4nc 

[u{r',a')r'dr'da' \ u*{r,a)rdrda (2.30) 

n , i = 
pco 

2( lA 

4nc 
\^u{r',a')r'dr'da'\u{r,a)r^cos\a)drda, (2.31) 

n,2 = 
pco 
4nc 

' { - — 
3 

]jw(r ' ,a '>' ' cos{a')dr'da'\u{r,a)r' cos{a)drda , (2.32) 

nu = 
pco 

2 f Z.2 

4;rc 
][u{r',a')r''cos\a')dr'da'\u{r,a)rdrda, (2.33) 

n,. = pco 
2 ( 1.2 

'•1.4 4;rc 
]\u{r',a')r'dr'da'\u{r,a)r^sm\a)drda, (2.34) 

ni5 = 
pco 

2 { 1.2 

4nc 
\\u{r',a')r''- sm{a')dr'da'\u {r,a)r' sm{a)drda , (2.35) 

and 
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( 1.2 
mil pco' ( k' 

1 " A 

4nc 
\ u{r',a')r'^ sin'{a')dr'da' \ u*{r,a)rdrda . (2.36) 

\ ^ Js S 

Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) can still be used regardless ofthe coordinate system. 

At this point, the second approach may seem cumbersome when the first approach is 

considered. In fact, this is not the case. Although the first method could be given by Eq. 

(2.11) alone, upon substitution ofthe far-field pressure expressions into this equation, the 

integrals become impossible to evaluate (even for the simplest pressure expressions). 

This forces one to try for a numerical solution or expand the contents of these integrals in 

their series forms and to try to obtain a series expansion for the acoustic power. Even in 

the latter case, for most ofthe geometric shapes considered in this study, the integrals 

become too complex, making the first approach inefficient for an analytic study. 

Therefore, this approach is used for a few cases only. On the other hand, acoustic power 

expressions for kL{(l could be obtained by using the second approach for all ofthe 

source types and shapes considered in this study. 

Another important point to add is that, by using the second approach, one can obtain 

acoustic power expressions directly with the knowledge of surface velocity distribution 

ofthe source, whereas, there are some other intermediate steps to obtain them when using 

the first approach. 
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CHAPTER III 

TRL\NGULAR GEOMETRY 

The first source geometry considered is the triangular one because it is one ofthe 

simplest geometric shapes considered in this study. It is recognized that triangular pistons 

may not have any practical applications and to the author's knowledge, they were not 

seen in the literature. But, in any event, it is an interesting problem to start w ith. 

3.1 Triangular Pistons 

In this section, the far-field acoustic pressure and the acoustic power expressions will 

be obtained for the most general case of a triangular piston, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The 

expressions are derived in such a way that the>' allow one to find the mentioned quantities 

just by specifying the lengths ofthe two edges ofthe triangle and the angle between 

them, namely AQ, b^, and /3, respectively. The geometry and the coordinate system used 

are shown in the same figure. 

For a harmonically vibrating piston the displacement function can be gi\ en as 

M'(r) = W^ exp(-zcor), (3.1) 

where W^ and co are the amplitude and the frequency of vibration, respectively. 

Taking the first time derivative of w and then suppressing the -/exp(-/cDr) term, the 

velocity becomes 

u = coW^. (3.2) 

This velocity distribution will be the same for all piston shapes considered in this 

study. The complex -/ term is suppressed to have a real velocity factor while the 

suppression ofthe exp(-za)r) term is due to the fact that the formulation presented in 

Chapter II accounts for the harmonic time-dependence coming from the velocit). 

Therefore, throughout this study, the velocities and their complex conjugates are real and 

equal for all planar sources. 
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3.1.1 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 

Since the imaginary hemisphere enclosing the source should be concentric with its 

geometric center, point O shown in Fig. 3.1 is accepted as the center ofthe source for the 

derivation ofthe far-field acoustic pressure expression. This point is the intersection of 

lines connecting the mid-points ofthe sides with the opposite comers. Using this 

geometry, the equations of lines O'B and AB with respect to the x' -y' system are 

given by 

' cos(/3) , 
y, •A*! ""~ 

sini (i3) 

and 

> (^ocos(p)-flo) , 

b, sin(/3) 
*A"^ 

respectively. 

Then, the equations of these lines with respect to the x-y system become 

Figure 3.1. A Triangular Piston and the Coordinate System. 
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COSI 

x,= 
ip) 

sin(^) y 
a. 
3 

(3.3) 

and 

m\'^ ~~~ 

_{b,cos{p)-a,) a^ 

b,sin{p) ^^3' 
(3.4) 

respectively. 

Now, Eq. (2.9) is used to obtain the far-field acoustic pressure expression, and the 

limits for the surface integral are x^ and x^ given by Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) in x -direction, 

-Z?oSin(/3)/3 and 2Z7o sin(j3) / 3 in >^-direction. 

Substituting the velocity given by Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (2.9), putting the corresponding 

integration limits, replacing the first k with co / c, and rearranging yields 

2nR 
2bosm{p)/3 

-bosm{p)/3 

^2 

\ exp{-i\i/ ̂ x)dx 

(3.5) 
exp(-/>2>;)Jv, 

where 

I//J = A:sin(0)cos(0), 

and 

(3.6) 

(3.7) I//2 = A: sin(0) sin(0). 

After integrating Eq. (3.5) and simplifying, the far-field pressure expression becomes 

pco'W^Ap Qxp\i{-cot + kR)\ 
p{R,(\>,e,t) = 

nR 

X < 
ex p(W) sx^\i[N - (v ,a(,)]} exp{i[-2 Af + (y/ ,a„)]} (3.8) 

(v/,a„)[3Af-(v/,a„)] (v/,a„)[3Af-2(v/,a„)] [3iV-(v/,fl„)|3iV-2(v/,a„)] 

where A^ is the piston surface area given by 

and Â  is a non-dimensional quantity expressed as 

(3.9) 
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^ = T{{[v^ 1 cos(j3) + v/2 sin(/3)]Zjo} + (i//,flo)} 

The magnitude ofthe far-field acoustic pressure can be obtained from Eq, (3.8) as 

\p(R,cb,e) =— F -^r T 
' nR{xif,a,)[3N-{xi/,a,)l3N-2{yf,a,)] 

{xi/,a,f +[3N-{xi/,a,)f+[3N-2{xi/,a,)] 

-2[3N - (y/ ,a, )][3N - 2(v/ ,a,)] cos(i// ,a,) 

+2{\i/,a,)[3N-2{\i/^a,)]cos{3N-\i/,a,) 

-2(v/,ao )[37V - (i//j«o)] cos(3 Â  - 21//iflfo) 

Substituting this resuft into Eq. (2.10), the acoustic intensity becomes 

X < 

i{R,(l>,e) = pcoX'A' 
2n'R'c{yf,a,f[3N-{xif,a,)][3N-2{w,a,)] 

{\{/,a,f+[3N-{\i/,a,)f+[3N-2{\i/,a,)] 

-2[3N - (i//1^0 )][3 Â  - 2(v/1^0)] cos(v/ ,a,) 

+2(i//1^0 )[3A^ - 2(i//1^0)] cos(3A^ -1//1^0) 

-2(i// ĵ o )[3 Â  - (i//1^0)] cos(3 # - 2i// ^QQ ) 

X < 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

3.1.2 Acoustic Power Radiation 

As stated before, there may be cases where the use ofthe first approach for acoustic 

power derivations is not efficient and the present problem is one of them. Therefore, the 

surface integration approach is preferred. 

Substituting the velocity given by Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (2.20) and simplifying, the first 

power term can be written as 

n . ^ ^ ^ ^° \dx'dy\dxdy. (3.12) 

Realizing that each of these two integrals is essentially the area ofthe piston, the 

dominant power term becomes 
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n„ = 
4nc 

(3.13) 

where A^ is given by Eq. (3.9). 

Substituting the velocity into Eqs. (2.21) to (2.26), integrating, adding them up by 

using Eq. (2.27), factoring the square ofthe piston area out, and simplifying, the second 

power term reduces to 

n,= 
4nc 

[\-R,COS{P) + R' 

54 
{kaj (3.14) 

where 

(3.15) 

Finally, by using Eq. (2.28), the total approximate acoustic power becomes 

'\-R,cos{p) + R,'] 
U = 

4nc 54 
•{ka,) (3.16) 
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CHAPTER rv 

RECTANGULAR GEOMETRY 

Rectangular pistons and plates are studied in this chapter. 

4.1 Rectangular Pistons 

The far-field acoustic pressure, the acoustic intensity, and the acoustic power 

expressions will be obtained for a rectangular piston as shown in Fig. 4.1. The geometry 

and the coordinate system used are shown in the same figure. To find the acoustic power 

expressions, both ofthe approaches described in Chapter II are used because in this case 

the form ofthe far-field pressure expression is simple enough, allowing the use ofthe far-

field integration approach. 

4.1.1 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 

Substituting the velocity given by Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (2.9), integrating (now the limits 

are -a 12 to a 12 in the x -direction and -bl2 to b 12 in the y -direction), and 

simplifying, the far-field pressure distribution becomes 

2pco'W,ApQxp[i{-cot + kR)] 
p{R,(i),e,t) = -I ^ 

sinUxf/ jfl) / 2] sin[(i// 2b) 12] 

{\^,a){^/Jj) 
(4.1) 

nR 

where A^ is the area ofthe rectangular piston (or plate) given by 

Ap=ab, (4.2) 

and y/i, y/j are given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), respectively. 

4.1.2 Acoustic Power Radiation 

4.1.2.1 Far-field Integration Approach 

The magnitude ofthe far-field pressure, given by Eq. (4.1), can be written as 

I ^p ^ Ml 2pa)^^o^ [sin[(v/,a)/2]sin[(v/2^)/2]] 

\p{R,^,e)\ = — ^ ^ 1 j - ^ ^ j . (4.3) 
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By substituting this pressure magnitude into Eq. (2.10), the acoustic intensity can be 

obtained as 

i{R,<t>,e) = 
2pcoX'A; 

2 r>2 

n R c 

sin[(i// ,fl) / 2] sin[(i// jb) 12 

{xj/,a){\i/2b) 

Plugging the acoustic intensity into Eq. (2.11) with y/j and xj/j in their open forms 

and rearranging yields 

_ pco'W^-Ap \% Y "P sin'[ybsin(0)cos((/))/2]sin'[A:Z)sin(0)sin(0)/2] 

(4.4) 

n = 
47rc A\ ded(j) (4.5) 

=̂00=0 {ka)'{kbf sin^(0)cos^((/))sin^(0) 

This double integral is difficult to evaluate in closed form; therefore, MacLaurin series 

expansions ofthe terms in the numerator are substituted to obtain a series expansion for 

the acoustic power. The MacLaurin series expansion of sin[^sin(0)cos(0)/2j is 

{-\y{kaf'^'sin'^''{e)cos'^^'{(l>) 
sin^ka sin(0) cos((/)) / 2] = ^ • 

)2j+l {2j+iy. 

Then, its square becomes 

Figure 4.1. A Rectangular Piston and the Coordmate System. 
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00 00 

sin' [ka sin(0) cos(0) / 2] = ^ J ] 
^^(-l)^-^(y^)'(^-^-^)sin'^^-^-^)(0)cos 

2'(^^'^^)(27 + l)!(2/ + l)! 

2{j+l+\) W 

In the same way, the second term can be written as 

sin' [kb sin(0) sin(0) / 2] = ^ ^ 
2{q+v+\) 

( * ) ^ ^ {-ly^'{kbf^'^'^'^ sin'^^---^)(0)sin 

,=ov=o 2'(^"^^^)(2g + l)!(2v + l)! 

Multiplying these two terms, substituting the result into Eq. (4.5), and simplifying, the 

acoustic power expression reduces to 

4 T T / 2 J 2 

pcoW.A' 

4nc 

X < 

•J 2n n/2 oo oo oo oo 

2n ,^=0 0=0 7=0 /=0 q=0 v=0 

j+l+q+v f , \2{j+l+q+v) 2{q+v) {-\y'''''\ka) R. 
22(y ̂ /-.-) (2y +1) \{2l +1) \{2q +1) !(2v +1)! 

X sin'̂ ^ '̂̂ ^^ )̂̂ ^ (0) cos'(^^'^ (0) sin'̂ ^^^) (0)^0^0 

(4.6) 

where R^ is the aspect ratio ofthe rectangle defined as 

R. = '-
a 

(4.7) 

The first approximation to the acoustic power can be obtained by considering only 

the first values ofthe indices given by {j,l,q,v) = (0,0,0,0). Substituting this combination 

into Eq. (4.6), integrating, and simplifying, one can get 

n = PCO%'A; 

4nc 

which is familiar from Chapter III. For a triangular piston, the same result (Eq. (3.11)) 

was obtained for the dominant power term by using the surface integration approach. In 

fact, this result can be generalized to all pistons regardless of their shapes, but higher 

order acoustic power terms will not necessarily have the same forms. 

A better approximation for the power can be obtained by considering the first two 

values ofthe indices in Eq, (4.6). This time, there are sixteen different combinations of 

them and they are: (y,/,^,v) = (0,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1), (0,0,1,0), (0,0,1,1), (0,1,0,0), (0,1,0,1), 
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(0,1.1,0). (0,1,1.1), (1,0,0,0). (1,0,0.1). (1,0,1,0), (1,0.1.1), (1,1,0.0). (Ll.0,1), (1,1,1,0), 

and (1.1.1.1). Substituting these cases into Eq. (4.6) separately, integrating, adding them 

up, and rearranging, the acoustic power becomes 

pco ffn A„ 

4 TIC 

^ _ ( 1 ^ :^(3^4^>3V) . 
36 ^ ^ 8640 ^ ^ (4.8) 

241920 ' ' 34836480 

This is a surprising resuh because b}- using the surface integration approach, onl>- the 

first two terms ofthe acoustic power were obtained in Chapter III. but now with the far-

field integration approach five terms were obtained. The surface integration approach has 

the capability of yielding a specific number of terms ofthe acoustic power; in other 

words, one can decide on the number of power terms desired beforehand, although in the 

present approach this is not the case. Since in this approach mathematical difficulties 

forced us to expand difficult terms in their series form, generally, it cannot be said that 

including the first n terms in all expansions results in n terms ofthe acoustic power. 

This is because there may be interrelations between the expanded functions w ĥich results 

in higher powers of kL : for example, the multiplication ofthe two series as in this case. 

Another important point to add is that if the number of terms in all expanded 

functions is increased b>' one, most ofthe pre\ioush' foimd power terms will be affected. 

Therefore, in this sense, the surface integration approach is better. 

No attempt has been made to obtain the total approximate acoustic power when the 

first three values ofthe indices are considered, and this analysis is enough for the scope 

of this study. 

4.1.2.2 Surface Integration Approach 

Substituting the velocity given by Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (2.20), integrating, and 

simplifying, the dominant power term becomes 

pco%\4: n =-—-—— 
47rc 
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where A^ is given by Eq. (4.2) and as stated before this result is the same for all pistons. 

To obtain the second term ofthe acoustic power, substituting the velocity into Eqs. 

(2.21) to (2.26), integrating, adding them together, and simplifying yields 

n i = 
PCOX'A; 

4nc 36 
{kaf (4.9) 

where R^ is given by Eq. (4.7). 

Finally, the total approximate acoustic power can be written as 

pcoX'Ap n = 
4nc 36 M (4.10) 

As can be seen, the first two terms of Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10) (the power results 

obtained by using different approaches) are the same. 

4.2 Rectangular Plates 

The far-field acoustic pressure, the acoustic intensity (whenever possible), and the 

acoustic power expressions will be obtained for rectangular plates with several different 

boundary conditions. To find the acoustic power expressions, only the surface integration 

approach will be used because the far-field pressure expressions are much more complex 

when compared to piston radiators. 

To start with the acoustic problem, a velocity distribution over the plate is necessary; 

therefore, vibrations ofthe plates should be analyzed. In this study only the free harmonic 

vibrations of rectangular plates are considered. 

4.2.1 Free Vibration Analysis 

A rectangular plate, such as the one shown in Fig. 4.2, must satisfy the boimdary 

conditions and the plate equation given by 

d'w 
D W + p , — ^ = 0 (4.11) 

where w is the transverse displacement, p^ is the mass per unit area ofthe plate and D 

is the flexural rigidity defined as 
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D = 
Eh' 

(4.12) 
12( l -u^) ' 

Here, E and u is the modulus of elasticity and the Poisson's ratio ofthe plate material, 

respectively, and h is the thickness of the plate. In Eq. (4.11), V"* = V^ • V^ where V^ is 

the Laplacian operator. Then, writing V* in rectangular coordinates, substituting, and 

rearranging, Eq. (4.11) becomes 

d'w ^ d'w d'w npp{\-v')d'w ^ 
+ 2 ; r + r + ^^ ^ = 0 (4.13) 

dx' dx'dy' ' dy' ' Eh' dt' 

In general, it is impossible to find a form for w to satisfy Eq. (4.13) together with 

the boundary conditions. Warburton (1954) used the Rayleigh method assuming 

waveforms similar to those of beams to derive a simple approximate frequency 

expression for all modes of vibration. He considered three different boundary conditions; 

namely, clamped, simply supported, and free edges. There are fifteen different 

combinations of these boundary conditions for a rectangular plate and he tabulated the 

terms in the mentioned frequency expression for each of these combinations. He also 

stated that his assumed waveforms satisfy all ofthe boundary conditions for clamped and 

Figure 4.2. A Simply Supported Rectangular Plate. 
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simply supported edges, but they are only approximate for free edges. Therefore, in this 

study, only the first two types of boundary conditions (including all six possibilities) are 

considered. If this approach is used, the displacement ftinction at any point {x,y) on the 

plate at time t can be given as 

H^,y,t) = W,X{x)Y{y)Qxp{-icot), (4.14) 

where X{x) and Y{y) are the so-called waveforms in both directions. 

For any mode of vibration, the nodal pattern is defined by m and «, the number of 

nodal lines in the x and y directions, respectively. For clamped and simply supported 

boundary conditions, these numbers include the edges. Denoting the mode by nodal lines 

is suitable if the nodal lines are approximately parallel to the edges ofthe plate. When the 

plate is square and similariy supported in both directions, the nodal lines may not be 

parallel to the edges. The only exception to this is a plate with all four edges simply 

supported; in this case the nodal lines are always parallel to the edges. 

Out ofthe six considered cases, two may exhibit this behavior, namely, a plate with 

all four edges clamped and a plate with two neighboring edges clamped and the other two 

simply supported. If the plate is square and all edges are clamped, and additionally, if 

m-n = ±2, ±4, ±6, . . . , then the normal modes are of the types ml n + nl m and 

ml n-nim {or ml n±n I m) and these patterns do not consist of lines parallel to the 

edges. Also, if the plate is a square one with two neighboring edges clamped and the 

other two simply supported, and additionally, if m^n, again the same modes exist. For 

these two cases one cannot simply use the displacement function given by Eq. (4.14) and 

the form of displacement functions will be analyzed in their corresponding sections. 

Now, let us write down the waveforms for different combinations of boundary 

conditions in the x -direction. Warburton gave those waveforms with respect to point O' 

in Fig. 4.2 and the following waveforms are the transformed ones taking point O in the 

same figure as the center: 

i, simply supported at x = -al2 and x = al2 

{m-\)n{x + al2) 
X(x) = 

a 
form = 2, 3, 4,...; (4.15) 
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ii. clampeddX x = -al2 and x = al2 

X{x) = cos ' '^^ • Kcoshi^' + 
\a J \a J 

form = 2, 4, 6,. (4.16a) 

where K = 
sin(7/2) 

- j ^ ^ a n d t a n ( , / 2 ) + tarf>(r/2) = 0 

X{x) = sm 
^y^\ 

V a ) 
+ A:' sinh 

\a ) 
form = 3, 5, 7,, (4.16b) 

, ,̂ , sin(y72) 
sinh(r-/2) ^""^ tan(r ' /2)-tanh(7' /2) = 0; 

iii. clamped at x = -al2 and simply supported at JC = a / 2 

X{x) = Sin 
/ 

7 
n 

+ K' sinh 
n 

7 
L U« 4J 

form = 2, 3, 4,, 
U « 4 j 

where AT' and / ' are the same as in Eq. (4.16b). 

The corresponding expressions for Y{y) can be obtained by replacing m,x, a, y 

y', K, and^ ' with n,y, b, s, s', C, and C in Eqs. (4.15) to (4.17). 

For any boundary condition, a non-dimensional frequency factor, proportional to 

frequency, can be given as 

p^fl'(2;r/) 

(4.17) 

X' = 
n'D (4.18) 

where 27if is the circular frequency co . 

For all ofthe six possibilities, this frequency factor can be determined from 

X'=G:+{G,/R^)\2H,H,/RJ, (4.19) 

where R^ is the aspect ratio ofthe rectangular plate given by Eq. (4.7) and the 

coefficients G ,̂ Gy, H^, and Hy depend on the nodal pattern and the boundary 

conditions. The values of these coefficients are given in Table 4.1 for all six cases. Eq. 

(4.19) is not applicable to rectangular plates with any free edges. 
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Table 4.1: Coefficients in Frequency Equation (Eq. (4.19)) 

S: Simply Supported , C: Clamped 

Boundary Condition 

S-S-S-S 

m 

2, 3, 4, m-\ 

H. 

{m-lf 

C-S-S-S 

c-s-c-s 

2, 3, 4,. 
3 

m 
4 

1.506 

f ^^ m 
I 4J 

1 -
( A 

m 
I 4j 

n 

1.248 

3, 4, 5,. m 
( n 

m 
V 2) ( 1 

m-— \n 
\ '• 

c-c-s-s 2, 3, 4, m--
( A 

m 
I 4J 

( A m-
{ 4) 

K 

c-c-s-c 2, 3, 4„ 
3 

m 
4 

( A m 
I 4j 

1 -
\_ 

( 3 m \n 
V 

c-c-c-c 

3, 4, 5,... 

1.506 

1 
m 

2 

1.248 

m 
I 2) ( 1 

m-— \K 
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Table 4.1: Continued 

Boundary Condition 

S-S-S-S 

C-S-S-S 

C-S-C-S 

n 

2, 3, 4,. 

2, 3, 4,.. 

2, 3, 4,., 

H.. 

n-\ 

n-l 

n-l 

{n-xy 

{n-lf 

{n-lf 

C-C-S-S 

c-c-s-c 

2, 3, 4,. 3 
n 

4 

1.506 

( 3 n 
V ( 3 n-~ \n 

V 

1.248 

C-C-C-C 

3, 4, 5,.. 
1 

n 
2 

1.506 

( 1 
n 

V - ( 1 
n--\n 

1.248 

3, 4, 5,... 
1 

« 

2 

f 1 
n- — 

V • 

1 - r 1 

Source: Warburton (1954) 
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Since Warburton's frequency results for these cases compared well with the 

literature, it is a good approximation to use the mentioned waveforms in writing the 

displacement functions for the free vibration of rectangular plates. 

Now, some specific cases are considered. 

4.2.2 Simply Supported Rectangular Plates 

A simply supported rectangular plate, as shown in Fig. 4.2, is studied. 

4.2.2.1 Displacement Function and Velocity Distribution 

The waveform in the x -direction is given by Eq. (4.15) and in the y -direction it can 

be written as 

Y{y) = sm 
{n-\)n{y + bl2) 

for « = 2, 3, 4 , - y , • , • (4.20) 

Substituting these waveforms into Eq. (4.14), the displacement function can be 

expressed as 

w{x,y,t) = WQ sin 
{m-\)n{x + al2) 

a 
sin 

{n-l)n{y + bl2) 
Qxp{-icot). (4.21) 

Taking the first time derivative and suppressing the -/ Qxp{-icot) term, the velocity 

distribution over the simply supported rectangular plate becomes 

u{x,y) = coWQ sin 
{m-'\)n{x + al2) 

a 
sm 

'{n-\)n{y + bl2) 
(4.22) 

4.2.2.2 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 

Substituting the given velocity distribution into Eq. (2.9), integrating, and factoring 

the area given by Eq. (4.2) out, the far-field pressure expression can be obtained as 
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p{R,(l),e,t) = -i 
pco'W^Ap exp[/(-©r + ̂ i?)];r(m - \){n -1) 

2i?{(v/,a)^-[;r(m-l)f}{(v/,Z,)^-[;r(«-l)f} 

X {[l + (-1)" ] cos(i// ,al2) + i\\ - {-If ] sin(v/ ,a 12)} (4.23) 

x{[l + (-l)'']cos(v/2Z)/2) + /[l-(-l)"]sin(v/2^/2)}, 

where y/j and 1//2 are given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), respectively. 

It can be noticed that for different combinations of even and odd values of m and n, the 

far-field pressure expression simplifies further. These simplified forms and the far-field 

acoustic intensity expressions for each case are presented in Appendix B. 

4.2.2.3 Acoustic Power Radiation 

Substituting the velocity given by Eq. (4.22) into Eq. (2.20), integrating, factoring 

the area square out, and simplifying, the dominant acoustic power expression becomes 

n„ = 
4;rc 

l + (_l)'"|l + (_l)" 

n\m-\y{n-\y 
>. (4.24) 

To obtain the second term ofthe acoustic power, substituting the velocity into Eqs. 

(2.21) to (2.26), integrating, adding them together, and simplifying yields 

2 
n^^ 

pco'W.'A' 

4nc 37r'(m-l)'(«-l)' 

X < i+(-ir 
i+(-i)" 

;r^(m-l)' 
> + i+(-i)" R.'< 

i+(-i)" 

n'{n-\) 

(4.25) 

{kay 

where R^ is the aspect ratio given by Eq. (4.7). 

The total approximate acoustic power can be obtained by adding these two 

expressions. 

As in the far-field pressure analysis, for even and odd values of m and n, these 

expressions simplify further and these simplified acoustic power terms are given in 

Appendix C. 
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4.2.3 Rectangular Plates with One Clamped 
and Three Simply Supported Edges 

A rectangular plate with one clamped and three simply supported edges, as shown in 

Fig, 4.3, is studied. 

4.2.3.1 Displacement Function and Velocity Distribution 

The waveforms in x and y directions are given by Eqs. (4.17) and (4.20), 

respectively. Substituting them into Eq. (4.14), the displacement function becomes 

w{x,y,t) = WAsin 7' 
X 1 

xsin 

2a 4 

{n-\)n{y + bl2) 

+ K' sinh 
f 

y 
n 

2a 4 

Qxp{-icot). 

Then, the velocity distribution can be found as 

u{x,y) = coWA sin 
r 

7 
X 1 

2a 4 

\ 

+ K' sinh 
f 

7 
n 

y2a 4) sin 
{n-\)n{y + bl2) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

Figure 4.3. A Rectangular Plate with One Clamped 
and Three Simply Supported Edges. 
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4.2.3.2 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 

Substituting the given velocity distribution into Eq. (2.9), integrating, and 

simplifying, the far-field acoustic pressure distribution can be obtained as 

R 

X 
{n -1)|(-1)" exp[/(v/ ja - 1 / / 2̂ )) / 2] + exp[/(i// j ^ + y/ 2/?) / 2]} 

X < 

{{^,bf-[n{n-l)f}[{2^,ay-y' 

y'exp{-i\i/,a)\y''{\-K') + {2\i/,af{\ + K') 

-K' {2\{/,a) -y'' [7'cosh(7'/2)-z(2v/,a)sinh(7'/2)] 

(2v/i«)^+7'^|7'cos(7'/2)-z'(2v/i(2)sin(7'/2)] 

where y/j and i//2 are given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), respectively. 

(4.28) 

4.2.3.3 Acoustic Power Radiation 

Substituting the velocity given by Eq. (4.27) into Eq. (2.20), integrating, and 

simplifying, the first acoustic power term initially becomes 

n„ = 
4nc 

H-(-l) 
„ 1 {[cos(7' / 2) -1] - ^'[cosh(7 '12)-1]} 

;r(«-l)(7 ' /2) 

As can be noticed, this expression simplifies further when K' given by Eq. (4.16b) is 

substituted. Then, the dominant acoustic power term can be obtained as 

n„ = 
PCOX'A; 

X < 

4nc 

l + (-l) 
„ 1 {sinh(7' / 2)[cos(7' / 2) -1] + sin(7' / 2)[cosh(7 '12)-1]} 

;r(«-l)(7'/2)sinh(7'/2) 

(4.29) 

Finally, for even and odd values of n, Eq. (4.29) becomes 

for even n: 

n„ = 
4nc 

2{sinh(7' / 2)[cos(7' / 2) -1] + sin(7' / 2)[cosh(7 '12)-1]} 

;r(«-l)(772)sinh(7 72 ) 
(4.30a) 
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and for odd n : 

no = 0. (4.30b) 

The second term ofthe acoustic power was also obtained in a similar manner. But, it 

was too long and the author was unable to simplify it further to a presentable form as the 

one given for the simply supported rectangular plate; therefore, it is not presented. 

4.2.4 Rectangular Plates with Two Opposing Edges Clamped 
and Other Edges Simply Supported 

A rectangular plate with two opposing edges clamped and the other edges simply 

supported, as shown in Fig. 4.4, is studied. 

4.2.4.1 Displacement Function and Velocity Distribution 

The waveforms in x and y directions are given by Eqs. (4.16) and (4.20), 

respectively. Substituting them into Eq. (4.14), the displacement function becomes 

for even m: 

w{x,y,t) = WQ 

and for odd m: 

w{x,y,t) = WQ 

cos 
^ yx^ 

^a J 
+ i:^cosh 

^yx 

\a sm 
\n-\)n{y + bl2) 

Qxp{-icot), (4.31a) 

sm + K' sinh 
'y)c^ 

K a ) 
sm 

{n-\)n{y-^bl2) 

b 
Qxp{-icot).{4.3\h) 

Then, as in the previous cases, the velocities can be obtained as 

For even m: 

u{x,y) = coWQ 

and for odd m: 

u{x,y) = coWQ 

cos 
f yx^ 

\a ) 
+ KQOsh. 

(^yx^ 

\a ) sm 
{n-\)n{y + bl2) 

b 

sin 
^y^ 

K a J 
+ K' sinh 

(y_)c\ 

\a J sin 
{n-\)n{y^bl2) 

b 

(4.32a) 

(4.32b) 
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4.2.4.2 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 

Substituting the given velocities into Eq. (2.9), integrating, and simplifying, the far-

field acoustic pressure distributions for even and odd values of m and n can be obtained 

and they are presented in Appendix D. 

4.2.4.3 Acoustic Power Radiation 

Substituting the velocities given by Eqs. (4.32) into Eq. (2.20), integrating, and 

simplifying, the dominant acoustic power terms become 

for even m: 

and for odd m: 

n„ = 
P<O'W„'A; 

= c—< 
4nc 

;i+(-i)"; 

n„ = o. 

2 sin(7 / 2) 

n{n-\){yl2) 
(4.33a) 

(4.33b) 

Therefore, only for {m,n) = (even,even), there is a nonzero Yl^ term and it is given by 

pco'W.'Ap' \ 4sin(7/2) 
no = 4;rc \n(n-\)(y 12) 

(4.34) 

Figure 4.4. A Rectangular Plate with Two Opposing Edges Clamped 
and Other Edges Simply Supported. 
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The second terms ofthe acoustic power were also found as in other cases and again 

they are not given because ofthe length ofthe expressions. But it should be noted that for 

(m,«) = (odd,odd), IIi becomes zero. 

4.2.5 Rectangular Plates with Two Neighboring Edges Clamped 
and Other Edges Simply Supported 

A rectangular plate with two neighboring edges clamped and the other edges simply 

supported, as shown in Fig. 4.5, is studied. 

4.2.5.1 Displacement Function and Velocity Distribution 

This is the first case in which if the plate is square or almost square (i.e., if R^ =\ or 

R^ =\), the modes ml n±nl m exist and for these cases the nodal patterns do not consist 

of lines. For such cases, Warburton used a two-term deflection function in the Rayleigh-

Ritz method and investigated the transition of patterns as R^ approaches 1. But, in this 

study, almost square plates are skipped and the analysis is limited to rectangular and 

exactly square plates. Now, let us write down the displacement functions for both cases: 

i. If the plate is rectangular, or, if it is square and m = «, the waveform in x -direction 

is given by Eq. (4.17) and in y -direction it can be written as 

y{y)= sin 
f y 1 

V 2b 4 
+ C sinh 

f y n 
\2b 4) 

for n = 2, 3, 4, (4.35) 

Substituting these waveforms into Eq. (4.14), the displacement function becomes 

w{x,y,t) = WAsin 
( X 1 A 

7' y2a 4) 
+ K' sinh 

X < sin 
r y 1 

2b 4 
+ C'sinh 

7' 

f 
I 

V 

f — - - 1 
^2a 4j 

y 1 

2b 4 

(4.36) 

ex p{-icot). 

Then, the velocity distribution can be given as 
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u{x,y) = coWQ< sin 
( 

y 
n 

X < sin 

\2a 4)_ 

K^b 4, 

+ K' sinh 
f 

7 
1 

+ C sinh 
r y 

2a 4 

n (4.37) 

11. 

\2b 4)^^ 

If the plate is square and m ̂  «, the displacement function is expressed as 

w{x,y,t) = WQ 

sin 
r 

y 
X n 

x<^sin 

U« 4/ 

'y 1 

+ A:' sinh 
r 

y 
n 

+. sm 

2a 4 

X n 

x<sin 7 

U« 4/ 

v2a 4y 

+ C sinh 

+ C sinh 

+ Â ' sinh 

y2a 4) 

^2a 4y 

r n 
U« 4j 
/ 

7' U« 4 

exp(-zW), (4.38) 

where plus sign refers to the mode ml n + nl m while minus sign refers to the mode 

ml n-nl m ofthe plate. As can be noticed, when writing Eq. (4.38), all b 's were 

replaced with a's because they are the same for a square plate. 

Figure 4.5. A Rectangular Plate with Two Neighboring Edges Clamped 
and Other Edges Simply Supported. 
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From Eq. (4.38), the velocity distribution can be obtained as 

u{x,y) = coWQ 

sm 
r 

y 2a 4 
+ K' sinh 

/ 

y 
n 

{2a 4) 

x«̂ sin 

+. sm 

x<̂ sin 

( 

V 

V 

r 

y n 
) 

y 

2a 4 

2a 4 

y 1 A 

\2a 4) 

+ C'sinh 

+ C'sinh 

+ K' sinh 

f y n 
u« 4; 
f 

f 
7' 

y 

\2a 4 

n 
) 

1 \ 

2a 4) 

(4.39) 

4.2.5.2 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 

Substituting the given velocity distributions into Eq. (2.9), integrating, and 

simplifying, the far-field pressure expressions for both cases can be obtained and they are 

given in Appendix E. 

4.2.5.3 Acoustic Power Radiation 

Plugging the velocity distributions given by Eqs. (4.37) and (4.39) into Eq. (2.20), 

integrating, and making the usual simplifications, the dominant acoustic power terms 

become 

i. if the plate is rectangular, or, if it is square and m = n 

pco'W.'Ap' fsinh(772)[l-cos(7'/2)] + sin(7'/2)[l-cosh(772)]" ̂  
no = 4nc (7'/2)sinh(772) 

'sinh(e72)[l-cos(£72)] + sin(e72)[l-cosh(£72)] 

(£72)sinh(£72) 

(4.40) 

ii. if it is square and m^n 

for the mode ml n + nl m: 
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_ pco%'A^' fsinh(772)[l-cos(772)] + sin(772)[l-cosh(772)]^ 

' ~ 2nc I (772)sinh(772) 

x< 
sinh(£' / 2)[l - cos(£' / 2)] + sin(£' / 2)[l - cosh(£' / 2)] 

(4.41a) 

(£72)sinh(£72) 

for the mode ml n-nl m: 

U,=0. (4.41b) 

The second terms ofthe acoustic power were also found as in other cases, but again 

they are not given because ofthe length ofthe expressions. 

4.2.6 Rectangular Plates with One Simply Supported 
and Three Clamped Edges 

A rectangular plate with one simply supported and three clamped edges, as shown in 

Fig. 4.6, is studied. 

4.2.6.1 Displacement Function and Velocity Distribution 

The waveform in x -direction is given by Eq. (4.17) and in ;;-direction, it is given by 

riy) = COS ^ 1 + Ccosh for « = 2, 4, 6,... (4.42a) 

and 

r{y) = Sin 
Kb ) 

+ C sinh U J forn- 3, 5, 7,, (4.42b) 

Substituting these waveforms into Eq. (4.14), the displacement functions become 

for even n: 

w{x,y,t) = wAsin 
( 

y 
\ \ 

X COS 
(sy^ 

h) 

^2a 4)_ 

+ Ccosh 

+ K' sinh 
f 

7 
n 

fsy\ 

\o J 

\2a 4. 

Qxp{-icot), 

(4.43a) 

for odd n 
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w{x,y,t) = wA sin 7 
f X n 
\2a 4)_ 

+ K' sinh 
r 

y 
n 

sin [b J 
+ C sinh 

[b j 

y2a 4) 

Qxp{-icot). 

(4.43b) 

Therefore, the velocity distributions can be written as 

for even n: 

u{x,y) = coWQ 

for odd n: 

u{x,y) = coWQ< 

sm y ^2a 4j 
+ K' sinh 

( 

y 
n 

V 2a 4 cos 
b) 

f 
+ Ccosh 

V b 
(4.44a) 

sm 
n 

2a 4 
+ i:'sinh 

f 
7 

X n 
\2a 4) 

sin 
\ b ) 

+ C sinh 
( s'y 

V 
(4.44b) 

4.2.6.2 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 

Substituting the velocity distributions given above into Eq. (2.9), integrating, and 

simplifying, the far-field pressure expressions were obtained and they are presented in 

Appendix F. 
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Figure 4.6. A Rectangular Plate with One Simply Supported 
and Three Clamped Edges. 
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4.2.6.3 Acoustic Power Radiation 

After substituting the velocit}' distributions given by Eqs. (4.44) into Eq. (2.20), 

integrating, and simplifSing. the dominant acoustic power terms become 

for even n : 

n„ = 
pa%-A^ 

4nc 

2 sin.{e 12) 

X < 
smh(v' / 2)[l - cos(7 72)] + sin(v' / 2)[l - cosh(7' / 2) 

fv72jsinh(v72) 

for odd n: 

n- =0. 

The second power terms were also found, but they are not given. 

(4.45a) 

:4.45bj 

4.2.7 Clamped Rectangular Plates 

A clamped rectangular plate, as shown in Fig. 4.7, is studied. 

4.2.7.1 Displacement Function and Velocity Distribution 

This is the second case in which if the plate is square, the modes ml n±nl m exist. 

Therefore, two-term displacement functions should be used for clamped square plates as 

done for square plates with two neighboring edges clamped and others simply supported. 

The waveforms in x and >•-directions are given by Eqs. (4.16) and Eqs. (4.42), 

respectively. Substituting them into Eq. (4.14), the displacement functions become 

i. if the plate is rectangular, or, if it is square and m-n^+2, ±4, ±6,... 

for {m,n) = (even,even): 

w{x,yj) = n 

for {m,n) = (even,odd): 

cosi ^- I + AT cosh 
^]/X 

cos 
rsy^ 

+ Ccosh 
yo J Kb) 

Qxp{-icot), 

w{x,y,t) = W, cosI - ^ I + AT cosh 
{a J sm ̂

b J 
+ C'sinh U > 

(4.46a) 

exp(-/tt)r), (4.46b) 
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for (m,«) = (odd, even): 

(yx^ 

\a ) 

for (m,«) = (odd,odd): 

w{x,y,t) = W, sm + K' sinh ^ 
\a J 

cos 
^6y 

+ Ccosh 
f sy 

V 
exp(-/a)/'), (4.46c) 

w{x,y,t) = WQ sm + ^ ' sinh 
(yjx^ ( 

sm 
£ 7 

+ C sinh ex ;p(-/CL)/') (4.46d) 

For a square plate, b in these equations can be replaced with a and the only condition 

for cases (4.46a) and (4.46d) to exist is m = n. 

Then, the velocities can be written as 

for (m,ri) = (even,even): 

u{x,y) = cxiW^ 

for (m, ̂ 2) = (even, odd): 

u{x,y) = coW^ 

for (m,n) = (odd,even): 

r 
cos ^ 1 + ^cosh 

a J 

f yx^ 

\a J 
cos — +Ccosh 

b) Kb J 

f ( vr\ 
COS — + AT cosh — 

\a ) \a) sm 
U'y\ ^, . Je'y 

+ C smh -^ 
\ 

V b ) V b J 

(4.47a) 

(4.47b) 

Figure 4.7. A Clamped Rectangular Plate. 
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u{x,y) = coWQ 

for (m,«) = (odd,odd): 

u{x,y) = coWQ 

sin + K' sinh 
(yjx} 

\a ) 
cos 

^sy\ 

b] 
+ Ccosh 

Kb] 
(4.47c) 

sin 
f 

+ ^ ' sinh 
y'x 

\ a 
sini — I + C sinh (4.47d) 

ii. if it is square and m-n = ±2, ±4, ± 6,..., the displacement functions become 

for {m,n) = (even,even): 

w{x,y,t) = WQ 

cos 
^yx^ 

[a j 
+ i^cosh 

^yx^ 

\a J 
cos 

+ COS 
^8X^ 

+ Ccosh 
f 

\a J 

sx 

\ a 

\a ) 

( 

+ Ccosh 
\a J 

cos ^ + ^ c o s h p ^ 
\a ) \a) 

exp(-za)r), (4.48a) 

for (m,Yi) = (odd,odd): 

fy'x'^ 
s i l l 

w{x,y,t) = WQ 

+ K' sinh 
(y'x\ 

\a J 

+ sin 
^£ ' JC^ 

\a ) 

+ C'sinh 

sm 
U'y^ 

+ C sinh 
U'y^ 

U'x^ 

\ a J \a ) 
sin 

\ a J 
fy'y\ 

+ K' sinh 
ryy\ 

\a J \a J 

Qxp{-icot). (4.48b) 

Accordingly, the velocity distributions are given as 

for {m,n) = (even,even): 

u{x,y) = coWQ 

cos 
^yx^ 

+ A^cosh 
^yx^ 

+ cos 

ya J 

\a J 

\a J 

+ Ccosh 

cos 

^£x:^ 

\a J 

ya j 

( 

+ Ccosh 
'sy^ 

COS 
jy_ 

\a 

\a ) 

f 
+ A^cosh yy_ 

\a 

(4.49a) 

for (m,ri) - (odd,odd) 

u{x,y) = ciMQ 

sin 
(y'x\ 

+ K' sinh 
(y'x\ 

+ 

\a ) 

( e'x^ 
sin 

\a ) 

+ C sinh 

sm y a ) 
+ C sinh 

^ £ > ^ 

^£';c^ 

y a J \ a J 
sin 

fyj^ 

\a j 
+ K' sinh 

\a J 

fy'y\ 

\a J 

(4.49b) 
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4.2.7.2 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 

Substituting the given velocity distributions into Eq. (2.9), integrating, and 

simplifying, the far-field acoustic pressure expressions were obtained and they are given 

in Appendix G. 

4.2.7.3 Acoustic Power Radiation 

Plugging the velocities given by Eqs. (4.47) and (4.49) into Eq. (2.20), integrating, 

and simplifying, the dominant acoustic power terms become 

i. if the plate is rectangular, or, if it is square and m-n^±2, ±4, ±6,... 

for {m,n) = (even,even): 

n„ = 
P<o%'A^ 

4nc 

4sin(7/2)sin(£/2) 

(7/2)(e/2) 

and for {m,n) = (even,odd), (odd,even), and (odd,odd): 

n o = 0 ; 

ii. if it is square and m - « = ±2, ±4, ±6,... 

for {m,n) = (even,even): 

for mode ml n + nl m: 

^8sin(7/2)sin(£/2) 
no = 

pcoX'Ap 
4nc (7/2)(£/2) 

(4.50a) 

(4.50b) 

(4.51a) 

for the mode ml n-nl m: 

n o = 0 , (4.51b) 

for (m, n) = (odd, odd), for both modes mln±nlm: 

Ho-O, (4.51c) 

The second terms ofthe acoustic power were also found. Nonzero flj terms are not 

given. But it is important to note that if the plate is rectangular, or, if it is square and 

m-n^±2, ±4, ± 6,..., n , becomes zero for (m, n) = (odd, odd). Also, if it is square 

and m-n = ±2, ±4, ±6,..., Ili is zero for the mode ml n + nl m for 
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{m, n) - (odd, odd). More interestingly, for the mode min-nim, U, is zero for both 

{m,n) = (even, even) and (odd, odd). 
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CHAPTER V 

CIRCULAR GEOMETRY 

Circular pistons and plates are studied in this chapter. 

5.1 Circular Pistons 

The far-field acoustic pressure, the acoustic intensity, and the acoustic power 

expressions are obtained for a circular piston shown in Fig, 5.1. The geometry and the 

coordinate system used are shown in the same figure. As in the rectangular piston, both 

the far-field and surface integration approaches are used to find the acoustic power 

radiation. 

5.1.1 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 

Circular geometry is well-suited for polar coordinates. Therefore, substituting the 

velocity given by Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (2.8), rotating the x-z plane in Fig. 5.1 to the plane 

including the far-field point P (this makes the angle 0 zero, simplifying the integration), 

replacing the first k with co I c, and rearranging yields 

pco'W.Qxp\i{-cot + kRy\''} \'^. r , . /̂ x / M, 1 , .r .. 
p{R,e,t) = -i- '—^^ ^ J ]Qxp[-iksm{e)rcos{a)]da \rdr . (5.1) 

2^^ r=0 U=0 J 

To take the inner integral, the general relation 

(_-Y' 2n 
J^{x) = -—— [ exp[/j cos(i//)] cos(m i// )<ii// (5.2) 

2 7 r JQ 

can be used (Hunter, 1957). Here, J^{x) is the Bessel function ofthe first kind of order 

m. Substituting m = 0 into Eq. (5.2) and simplifying, the integral becomes 

2n 

f exp[/xcos(i//)]^V/ = 2nJQ{x). (5.3) 
0 

After comparing the integrals in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.3), the former can be written as 

2n 

JQxp[-ik sin{e)r cos{a)]da = 2nJQ[-k sin{e)r]. 
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Substituting this result into Eq. (5.1) and simplifying gives 

, , pco'WQQXp\i{-cot + kR)] '} , , , T 
p{R,e,t) = -i- '—^^ ^ \rJ,[-ksin{e)r]ir 

r=0 

To take this integral, the identity 

I xJQ{x)dx = xJ^{x) 

of Bessel functions can be used. Then, the final form ofthe far-field pressure becomes 

~" ^0 sin(0) nR 

where A is the area of any circular source with a radius of r̂  given by 

Ap = ^0 (5.5) 

5.1.2 Acoustic Power Radiation 

5.1.2.1 Far-field Integration Approach 

The magnitude ofthe far-field pressure distribution, given by Eq. (5.4), is 

P(R,(l>,e) 

Figure 5.1. A Circular Piston and the Coordinate System. 
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h-Q sin(yj nR 

Using this pressure magnitude in Eq. (2.10), the acoustic intensity is obtained as 

(5.6) 

i{R,e) = 
2n'R'c 

J^[krQ sin{6)] 

h-Q sin(0) 
(5.7) 

Substituting this intensity into Eq. (2.11) one can get 

^ _ PCO'W.'A; I 2 ' f f Y^J{j,[fo-„sin(0)]}' 
n 4nc {kr,y sin{e) 

•de 

Evaluating the inner integral, the acoustic power radiation becomes 

^^pco'W,'A;^'^4{j,[kr,sin{e)\]' ^^ 

4nc I, {kr,y sin{e) 
(5.8) 

This integral is impossible to evaluate in this form, therefore the series expansion ofthe 

Bessel function can be used. The Bessel function ofthe first kind of order n is defined as 

^nW- 2^^n+2s „ 

^ n+2s 

t'o2'''''s\{n + sy 

If « = 1 is substituted into this equation one can get 

{-lyx-

(5.9) 

\^ ,.2s+\ 

îW = S ^2^^^X^ + 1)(^!) ' ' 
(5.10) 

Then, its square can be written as 

,̂̂ W=ZS (-1) 
q+s ^2{q+s+\) 

Replacing x with -kr^ sin{Q) gives 

Plugging this result into Eq. (5.8) and simplifying, the acoustic power expression for a 

circular piston of radius r^ can be found as 
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^nc Ut'.4^-\q + \){s + l){q^)\s^)\l ^ ^ 

If only the first values ofthe indices are taken into account, the only possible 

combination is {q,s) = (0,0). Substituting this combination into Eq. (5.11), the acoustic 

power becomes 

pco'w'A' 

4nc 

which was an expected result as the dominant power term . 

If the first two terms ofthe indices are considered, there are four different 

combinations of them and they are {q,s) = (0,0), (0,1), (l,0), and (1,1). Substituting these 

combinations into Eq. (5.11) separately, integrating, adding them up, and simplifying, the 

total approximate acoustic power can be obtained as 

4TTr2 A 2 

n = P^'W^A^ 
i4(^o)^^(^or (5.12) 

4;rc 

All ofthe arguments on the acoustic power results presented in Section 4.1.2.1 are 

also applicable to the present case. 

5.1.2.2 Surface Integration Approach 

The use of polar coordinates is preferred for this analysis also. Therefore, 

substituting the velocity given by Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (2.30), integrating, and simplifying, 

the dominant power term becomes 

n ^pc^^WlAl 
4nc 

which is the same as in the previous cases and A^ is given by Eq. (5.5). 

Substituting the velocity into Eqs. (2.31) to (2.36), integrating, adding them together, 

and simplifying, the second term ofthe acoustic power can be obtained as 

4 T T 7 2 A 2 

n,= pa'W.A 
^{h-.f 

4nc 

Finally, the total approximate acoustic power can be written as 
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4 T T ^ 2 . 2 r 

ns pco'W.A 0 -V i4(*^«)' 47rc 

ft can be seen that the first two terms of Eqs. (5.12) and (5.14) are the same. 

(5.14) 

5.2 Circular Plates 

The far-field acoustic pressure, the acoustic intensity, and the acoustic power 

expressions will be obtained for a clamped and simply supported circular plate vibrating 

freely and with a uniform forcing function. 

5.2.1 Vibration Analvsis 

5.2.1.1 Free Vibrations 

The differential equation of motion for the transverse displacement w of a plate is 

given by Eq. (4.11). 

When free harmonic vibrations are considered, the displacement function is given b}' 

w = WQxp{-icot) (5.15) 

where ^ is a position dependent deflection function and co is the circular frequency 

expressed in rad I s. 

Substituting w given by Eq. (5.15) into Eq. (4.11) yields 

{V'-X')W = 0, (5.16) 

where A is a parameter defmed as 

,4 Pp^ 
2 

r=^—. (5.17) 
D 

Eq. (5.16) can also be written as 

{y'+l'){V'-X')W = 0. (5.18) 

The general solution of Eq. (5.18) is the sum ofthe solutions ofthe individual 

equations 

y'W,+X'W,=0 (5.19a) 

and 

V'W,-X'W^=0. (5.19b) 
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The Laplacian operator in polar coordinates is given by 

^2 d' \ d \ d' 
or r dr r da 

Substituting V^ from Eq. (5.20) into Eqs. (5.19) yields 

^^ + X%=0 (5.21a) 
dr' r dr r' da' ' 

and 

d'W. 1 dW. 1 d'W, , 
^ + — - ^ +——f-A'PT^ = 0 . (5.21b) 

dr^ r dr r' da' 

For a circular plate, displacements at any point on the plate are only a function of radius 

when there are no nodal diameters; therefore, the derivatives with respect to angle vanish 
and Eqs. (5.21) become 

d'W, \dW, ^. ^ 
—i- + —-^ + X'W,=0 (5.22a) 
dr r dr 

and 

d'W^ IdW^ 2̂ 

Eqs. (5.22) are the Bessel and the modified Bessel equations, respectively, and their 

solutions are 

W,{r) = AJ,{Xr) + BY,{Xr) (5.23a) 

and 

Wj{r) = C/o(Ar) + DK,{Xr), (5.23b) 

where JQ, YQ, IQ, and KQ are the zeroth order Bessel and modified Bessel functions of 

the first and second kind, respectively. Then, the general solution of Eq. (5.16) can be 

written as 

W{r) = AJ,{Xr) + BY,{Xr) + CI,{Xr) + DK,{Xr), (5.24) 

where A, B, C, and D are unknown constants which should be determined by using the 

boundary conditions ofthe plate. 
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5.2.1.2 Forced Vibrations 

The differential equation of motion is 

d'w 
DV'^w + p^~ = f, (5.25) 

where / is the time-dependent forcing function. 

A harmonic forcing function given by 

f = FQxp{-iQt) (5.26) 

is chosen, where Q is the forcing frequency and F is the forcing function which may or 

may not be uniform over the plate. Recognizing that the steady state response ofthe 

system will also be harmonic in time, with the same frequency, the response ofthe plate 

can be expressed as (Leissa, 1978) 

w = Wexp{-int). (5.27) 

Substituting / and w given by Eqs. (5.26) and (5.27) into Eq. (5.25) and simplifying, 

one can get 

{V'-/)W = ^ , (5.28) 

where fj, is another parameter given by 

4 _ t^p Po^' 

Eq. (5.28) is an inhomogeneous one and its homogeneous solution has the same form as 

in the free vibration case. To obtain the general solution of Eq. (5.28), the particular 

solution has to be found. By assuming a uniform force distribution over the plate 

{F = FQ= constant), the particular solution can be obtained as 

Then, the general solution becomes 

W{r) = AJ,{^r) + BY,{ijr) + CI,{^r) + DK,{^r)—^, (5.31) 
Pp^ 
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and, again, the unknown constants A, B, C, and D should be found by using the 

boundary conditions ofthe plate. 

5.2.2 Clamped Circular Plates 

A clamped circular plate, as shown in Fig. 5.2, is studied. The coordinate system 

used is the same as in Fig. 5.1. 

5.2.2.1 Displacement Function and Velocity Distribution 

To find the displacement functions, the unknown constants A, B, C, and D in Eqs. 

(5.24) and (5.31) should be found by using the boundary conditions ofthe plate. For a 

clamped circular plate the boundary conditions can be given as 

i. the displacement at the center ofthe plate is finite 

PFis finite at r = 0, (5.32) 

ii. the displacement at the edge ofthe plate is zero 

W = Oatr = r„ (5.33) 

iii. the slope at the edge ofthe plate is zero 

dW 

dr 
= 0 at r = r,. (5.34) 

5.2.2.1.1 The Case of Free Vibrations. If the first boundary condition, given by Eq. 

(5.32), is used in Eq. (5.24), it can be seen that the constants B and D should be zero, 

because YQ and KQ , the zeroth order Bessel and the modified Bessel functions ofthe 

second kind, are not bounded at the center. Therefore, the displacement function reduces 

to 

W{r) = AJQ{Xr) + ClQ{Xr). (5.35) 

An important point to add at this step is that the first boundary condition applies to 

all circular plates regardless ofthe edge boundary conditions and types of vibrations. 

Therefore, after this analysis, it is logical to ignore the Bessel functions that are 

unbounded at the center, start with the short form ofthe displacement functions, and use 

the remaining boundary conditions to solve for the unknown constants A and C. 
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Now, if the second boundary condition, given by Eq. (5.33), is used in Eq. (5.35), C 

can be found in terms of A as 

(5.36) 

Substituting C from Eq. (5.36) into Eq. (5.35) and factoring the A 's out, W becomes 

W{r) = A M^r)-^lQ{Xr) (5.37) 

Applying the last boundary condition, given by Eq. (5.34), to Eq. (5.37), the 

characteristic equation for X can be obtained as 

jQ{XrQ)l,{XrQ) + J,{XrQ)lQ{XrQ) = 0. (5.38) 

The roots of this equation, ÂQ (or X for a specified TQ ), can be found and it is convenient 

to name them Arg (or A). Each of these roots refers to a specific mode ofthe plate; in 

other words, the first root refers to the first mode, the second one refers to the second 

mode, and so on. 

After adding the harmonic time-dependence, the displacement function for a specific 

mode becomes 

Figure 5.2. A Clamped Circular Plate. 
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w {r,t) = A ''•w^zHl'-'""' Qxp{-icot). (5.39) 

Taking the first time derivative and suppressing -iQxp{-icot) term, the velocity 

distribution for a specific mode of a clamped circular plate can be obtained as 

u{r) = Aco •̂'̂ '-IH'-t̂ ' (5.40) 

5.2.2.1.2 The Case of Forced Vibrations. Using the argument about boundedness, 

which was explained in the free vibration case, along with Eq. (5.31), the displacement 

function becomes 

W{r) = AjQ{^r) + ClQ{i^r) 
F. 

PM 
(5.41) 

Then, using the boundary condition given by Eq. (5.33), C in terms of A is expressed as 

C = 
1 

h{pfo) 
-AMP^O)+ 

F. 

Po^' 
(5.42) 

Substituting C into Eq. (5.41) and applying the last boundary condition, given by Eq 

(5.34), A can be obtained as 

A = (5.43) 
Pp^\jx{prQ)h{prQ) + JQ{^rQ)l,{^Q)]' 

Since A and C are known, the velocity distribution that will be obtained from the 

displacement function given by Eq. (5.41) can be used in all acoustic calculations for the 

sake of clarity, and afterwards, these constants can be found from Eqs. (5.43) and (5.42), 

and used in the acoustic results. Therefore, after adding the harmonic time-dependence, 

the displacement function is written as 

w {r,t) = AJQ{^r) + ClQ{^r)-
K 

PP' 
Qxp{-iQ.t). (5.44) 

Finally, the velocity distribution can be found as 
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u{r) = Q AJQ{^r) + ClQ{^r)-
F. 

P.^^ 
(5.45) 

5.2.2.2 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 
and Acoustic Intensity 

5.2.2.2.1 The Case of Free Vibrations. Substituting the velocity distribution given by 

Eq. (5.40) into Eq. (2.8), rotating x-z plane in Fig. 5.1 to the plane including the far-

field point P so that 0 = 0, and simplifying, the Rayleigh integral reduces to 

pco' A Qxp\i{-cot + kRy\ 
p{R,e,t) = -i 

'b 2n u 
/•=0a=0 

2nR 

Jo(Ar)- exp[-/A: sin{6)r cos{a)^dadr. 

(5.46) 

If these integrals are taken and the area given by Eq. (5.5) is factored out, the far-field 

pressure distribution for a clamped circular plate becomes 

nR 

(Aro)ji(Aro)jo[^o sin{e)]-krQ sin(0)Jo(Aro)j,[Aro sin(0)] 
l2 / - \2 

X < 

[^osin(0)] -(Aro)' 

Jo(Aro){(Aro)/,(Aro)yo[^o sin(0)] + ̂ o sin{e)lQ[XrQ)j,[krQ sin(0)]} 

(5.47) 

lQ{XrQ)[[krQsin{e)f +{XrQf] 

Then, its magnitude can be written as 

I , ,1 pco'AA^ 

'(AA-O)J,(Aro)jo[^o sin(0)]- kr^ sin(0)Jo(Aro)J^[^o sin(e)] 
l2 / - \2 

J, 

[krQsin{6)] -(Aro) 

(Aro){(Aro)/,(Aro)jo[AroSin(0)] + ^oSin(0)/o(Aro)j^[^,sin(0)]}' 

/4Aro){[AroSin(0)f+(Arof} 

Substituting this magnitude into Eq. (2.10), the acoustic intensity is obtained as 

(5.48) 
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i{R,e) = 
PCO'A'A; 

2n'R'c 

x< 

{K)j^{XrQ)jQ[krQsin{e)]- h-Q sin{Q)jQ[XrQ)j\krQ sin{Q)] 
^2 I- \2 

[^osin(0)] -(Ar^)' 

•^O(^''O){(^''O)A(^''O)^O[^O sin(0)] + h-Q sin(0)/o(Aro)Jj^o sin(0)]} 

(5.49) 

/ , {Aro){[^roSin(0)f+(Arof} 

5.2.2.2.2 The Case of Forced Vibrations. Substituting the velocity distribution given 

by Eq. (5.45) into Eq. (2.8) with 0 = 0, one can get 

27ri? 
'b 2n 

\ \ 
r=Oa=0 

F„ 
(5.50) 

AJQ {pr) + CIQ {pr) ^ r exp[-zA: sin(0)r cos(a)\dadr. 

After the integrals are evaluated and the area is factored out, the far-field pressure 

distribution becomes 

p{R.Qj) = 
pa'ApQxp[i{-Q.t + kR)\ 

nR 

{{prQ)J,{prQ)jQ[krQ sin(0)]-^ro sin{Q)jQ{prQ)j\krQ sin(0)]} 
/i. I I2 2 

[^roSin(0)j -(juro) 

{(juro)/i(juro)Jo[^o sin(0)] +AroSin(0)/o(^ro)jj[^o sin(0)]} - C 
[AroSin(0)] +{prQy 

FQj\krQsin{Q)] 

p Q'krQ sin{6) 

where A and C can be found from Eqs. (5.43) and (5.42), respectively. 

The magnitude of this pressure is given by 

(5.51) 
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nR 

{{pro)J,{prQ)jQ[krQ sin(0)]-^ro sin{e)jQ{prQ)J,[krQ sin(0)]} 

[^osin(0)] -{prQf 

{{pf'o)Ul^rQ)jQ[krQ sin(0)] + ̂ o sin{e)lQ{prQ)J,[krQ sin(0)]} 
-C 

[krQsin{e)f +{prQy 

FQj,[krQsin{e)] 

ppQ-'krQ sin{6) 

Finally, the acoustic intensity is obtained as 

2n R c 

X < -C 

{{pfo)J,{prQ)jQ[krQ sin{e)]-krQ sin{e)jQ{prQ)J,[krQ sin(0)]} 

[krQsin{e)f -{prQf 

{{prQ)l,{prQ)jQ[krQ sin(0)] + h-Q sin{e)lQ{prQ)J,[krQ sin(0)]} 

[^rosin(0)] +(^^0)^ 

FoJi[krQ sin{e)] 

ppCl'krQ sin(0) 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 

5.2.2.3 Acoustic Power Radiation 

5.2.2.3.1 The Case of Free Vibrations. Substituting the velocity distribution given by 

Eq. (5.40) into Eq. (2.30) and rearranging yields 

n. = pco'A"'''' 

4nc W 
0 0 

'b2;r 

0 0 

Jr 

r'da'dr' 

(5.54) 

Integrating, factoring the square ofthe area out, and simplifying, the dominant acoustic 

power term is obtained as 
— vT^ 2 

n„ = 
pa'A'A^' 

s 

47rc 

2 

< 

J, (Aro )/o (Aro) - JQ (Ar̂  )l, (Ar̂ )J 

(Aro)/o(Aro) 
(5.55) 
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The second term ofthe acoustic power can be found by substituting the velocity into 

Eqs. (2.31) to (2.36), integrating, adding them together, and making the usual 

simplifications, ft is given in Appendix H. 

5.2.2.3.2The Case of Forced Vibrations. Substituting the velocity given by Eq. 

(5.45) into Eq. (2.30), and rearranging, one can get 

no-
p Q 

4;rc 

4 'b 2n 

w 
0 0 

F. AjQ{pr') + ClQ{pr') ^ r'da'dr' 
Pp^' 

ni 2;r 

w 
0 0 

F. 
AJQ {pr) + CIQ {pr) ^ rdadr. 

Pp^ 

(5.56) 

Integrating and simplifying, the dominant power term becomes 

no = 
_pnU;\2[AJ,{prQ) + CI,{prQ)] FQ 

4nc {P^o) P.^' 
(5.57) 

where A and C are found from Eqs. (5.43) and (5.42), respectively. 

The second term ofthe acoustic power can be obtained in the same way as in the 

previous cases and it is given in Appendix H. 

5.2.3 Simplv Supported Circular Plates 

A simply supported circular plate, as shown in Fig. 5.3, is studied, and the coordinate 

system used is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

5.2.3.1 Displacement Function and Velocity Distribution 

The first two boundary conditions of a simply supported circular plate are the same 

as in the clamped circular plate and they are given by Eqs. (5.32) and (5.33). But, the 

third boundary condition is different, and, initially, it is given as 

iii. the bending moment at the edge ofthe plate is zero 

M = 0 air = rQ. 

The bending moment in polar coordinates is expressed as 

(5.58) 
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M = -D 
d'w (\dW 1 d'w' 

^r dr r da J dr 
(5.59) 

where D is the flexural rigidity given by Eq. (4.12). 

Since the derivatives with respect to angle vanish for circular plates having no nodal 

diameters, Eq. (5.59) reduces to 

M = -D 
f;^2 d'w V dW 

V dr' r dr 

Therefore, the third boundary condition becomes 

d'w V dW 

(5.60) 

111. 
dr' r dr 

= 0 at r = rQ (5.61) 

5.2.3.1.1 The Case of Free Vibrations. Upon applying the first two boundary 

conditions to the displacement function given by Eq. (5.24), it becomes exactly the same 

as in Eq. (5.37). But, after applying the last boundary condition given above to this 

equation, the characteristic equation becomes 

2v 
2JQ{XrQ) + —--J,{XrQ)-J^{XrQ) 

Jo (Aro) 

^(^''o) 

2v 
h{K) + h{K) = 0 (5.62) 

Figure 5.3. A Simply Supported Circular Plate. 
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the roots, Âo (or A for a specified ^o), of which refer to different modes ofthe plate. 

Eq. (5.62) includes u , the Poisson's ratio, therefore A, the frequency parameter for 

a simply supported circular plate, is a material dependent quantity. 

More importantiy, the form ofthe displacement function and therefore the velocity 

distribution are the same as in the free vibration of a clamped circular plate and they are 

given by Eqs. (5.39) and (5.40), respectively. This is a big step towards calculating the 

acoustic quantities for a simply supported circular plate as will be seen in Sections 5.2.3.2 

and 5.2.3.3. 

5.2.3.1.2 The Case of Forced Vibrations. This time applying the first two boundary 

conditions to Eq. (5.31) yields the displacement function given by Eq. (5.41) and C in 

terms of A, given by Eq. (5.42). Next, if the last boundary condition, given by Eq. 

(5.61), is used along with Eq. (5.41) in which Eq. (5.42) is used in writing C, A can be 

obtained as 

K 

A = 
Pp^' 

1 
h{prQ)^ 2v I,{prQ) 

h{P^o) (Pfo) ̂ IM^'O) 

2/„(^„)-/,(,,) + : M ^ ^ 2v 

(Pf'o) _ 
MP^O)+ 

h{pfo) 

(5.63) 

Naturally, C can be found by substituting the given A into Eq. (5.42). At this point it is 

convenient to use Eq. (5.45) as the velocity distribution for the forced vibration of a 

simply supported circular plate, because now both A and C are known. This makes 

everything simpler from acoustics point of view. 

5.2.3.2 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 
and Acoustic Intensity 

For the free and the forced vibrations of a simply supported circular plate, one can 

use the far-field acoustic pressure and acoustic intensity results for the free and the forced 

vibrations of a clamped circular plate, respectively. This is because for both ofthe cases, 

the corresponding forms ofthe velocity distributions are the same. But, in the results 

different parameters or constants have to be used. For the free vibration, A, the frequency 
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parameter, have to be calculated from Eq. (5.62) and substituted into the pressure 

expressions instead of using Eq. (5.38). Also, for the forced vibration, A has to be 

obtained from Eq. (5.63) instead of Eq. (5.43). 

5.2.3.3 Acoustic Power Radiation 

Again, all ofthe acoustic power results obtained for a clamped circular plate are 

applicable to a simply supported circular plate with exactly the same limitations given 

above. 
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CHAPTER VI 

ELLIPTICAL GEOMETRY 

Elliptical pistons and clamped elliptical plates are studied in this chapter. 

6.1 Elliptical Pistons 

The far-field acoustic pressure and the acoustic power expressions are obtained for 

an elliptical piston, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The rectangular coordinate system is used in the 

analysis. 

6.1.1 Far-field Acoustic Pressure Distribution 

Before using the Rayleigh integral given by Eq. (2.9) to determine the far-field 

pressure distribution, the integration limits should be specified. The equation of an ellipse 

is given by 

x' y' 

where a^ and b^ denote the semi-major and semi-minor axes ofthe ellipse. 

From Eq. (6.1), y can be written in terms of x as 

b y = ±^4a,'-x' . (6.2) 

h I h I 

Therefore, in the Rayleigh integral, y varies between — - ^ a ' -x' and -^^a' -x' 
2 

flj flj 

while x varies between -a^ and a^. 

Substituting the velocity given by Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (2.9), using the given integration 

limits, and simplifying, one can get 

^pco^WQQxp[i[-cot + /cK)l ( 
p{R,^,e,t) = -i — J 

6, / . 2 . ^ 2 

a 

^Qxp{-i\\/jy)dy 
_pco'WQQxp[i{-cot + kR)] 'j 

where i//, and y/j are given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), respectively 
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Evaluating the inner integral and simplifying yields 

^(.,^,e,o=-,-^^^^^»^*^^^:^) 
Sin 

V^ Aia^-x' 
\ 

a. 
exp{-i\i/ix) 

-dx (6.4) 

This integral is impossible to evaluate in closed form, therefore series expansions ofthe 

functions are substituted into it. If this is done and simplifications are made, the far-field 

pressure distribution becomes 

PCO'WQA^ Qxp\i{-cot + kR)^ 

(6.5) 
p{R,(l),e,t) = 

n'R 

xzz^ \̂2:.;,̂ ,:r^ \A-'--') '^^ 
,=o,=o a'{2s + \yq\ 

where s and q are the indices for sinusoidal and exponential functions, respectively, A 

is the area ofthe elliptical source given by 

Ap = nafii, (6.6) 

and R^ is the aspect ratio ofthe ellipse defined as 

a. 
(6.7) 

Figure 6.1. An Elliptical Piston. 
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ft is possible to check this expression. When {q,s) = (0,0), the first term ofthe above 

expression can be obtained as 

pco'WQApQxp[i{-cot + kR)] 
(6.8) 

Since a circle is a specific case of an ellipse, the result given by Eq. (6.8) has to be the 

same as the first term of Eq. (5.4) which is the exact far-field pressure distribution 

originally derived for a circular piston. If one expands the Bessel function in Eq. (5.4) in 

series, the first term of this equation reduces to Eq. (6.8) making the expression given by 

Eq. (6.5) correct. 

6.1.2 Acoustic Power Radiation 

Substituting the velocity given by Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (2.20), integrating by using the 

given limits of integration, and factoring the square ofthe area given by Eq. (6.6) out, the 

dominant acoustic power term becomes 

n„ = 
4nc 

which is always an expected result for piston radiators. 

The second acoustic power term can be obtained in the same way as in the previous 

geometric shapes and it is expressed as 

n,= 
pmX'A/ 

4nc 12 
{ka,y (6.9) 

where R^ is given by Eq. (6.7) 

Finally, the total approximate acoustic power can be written as 

n = PCO'WQA; 

4nc 

i^ + Ra) -
1-^——{kci.y 

12 ^ '^ 

(6.10) 

This result can also be verified. The result obtained by substituting R^ = 1 into Eq. 

(6.10) and the result given by Eq. (5.14), which was originally obtained for a circular 

piston, should be the same. If this is done, it can be seen that they are the same. 
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6.2 Clamped Elliptical Plates 

A clamped elliptical plate, as shown in Fig. 6.2, is studied. 

6.2.1 Displacement Function and Velocitv Distribution 

Free vibrations of clamped elliptical plates were studied extensively. Among the 

researchers Shibaoka (1956) used two methods of solution. In the first one, Mathieu 

functions were used which exactly satisfied the differential equation of free vibration, 

boundary conditions ofthe plate were satisfied by an infinite determinant, and numerical 

convergence was investigated for determinant truncations of various sizes. In the second 

method, a simple Rayleigh type solution utilizing the displacement function 

W{x,y) = A 1-
X y 

. 2 \ 

a, 'i J 

(6.11) 

where A and AQ are constants, was used. 

McNitt (1962) used the Galerkin method and the two-term displacement function 

W{x,y) = A A 
^x' y 

\ 

2 L 2 

ya^ 1̂ 
1 + A 

^x' 

J 
+ 

y 
\ 

2 ' L 2 1 
J 

(6.12) 

where A, A^, and A-^ are also constants. 

The use of Mathieu functions is not preferred in this study because this way of 

solution is well-suited for a numerical study, not for an approximate analytic one. Also, 

to begin with the acoustic problem, a velocity distribution, and therefore a displacement 

function is needed and the assumed displacement functions by Shibaoka and McNitt may 

provide a good starting point. Of course, in deciding which one of these functions to use 

we should have good reasons and one of these comes from Leissa (1969). He states that 

the use ofthe two-term displacement function gives slightly better frequency results. The 

author has another reason to justify the use ofthe two-term function. If elliptical plate is a 

circular one {\ = a,), Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) reduce to 

W{r) = A ^o(l-<5')^ (6.13) 

and 
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W{r)=A A,{5^-lf + A^(5^-l)' (6.14) 

respectively, and 5 is the ratio ofthe distance from the center ofthe circular plate to the 

radius ofthe plate given by 

5 = ^ (6.15) 
a 

Since the exact solution for the displacement function at a specific mode of a clamped 

circular plate is known from Chapter V and it is given by Eq. (5.39) (excluding the 

harmonic time-dependence), it is a good idea to compare the assumed functions with this 

exact solution. But this comparison is only limited to the fundamental (first) mode ofthe 

plate. In any event, one may add higher order terms to W's given by Eqs. (6.11) and 

(6.12) to account for higher modes ofthe plate. Naturally, this makes the analysis more 

difficult. 

Ignoring the harmonic time-dependence, Eq. (5.39) can be written in a form similar 

to Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) as 

W{r) = ^ Jo[(A«0^]-77?T^°[(^^0^ 
iQ[Aa^) 

(6.16) 

Figure 6.2. A Clamped Elliptical Plate. 
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where Xa^ is the first root of Eq. (5.38). 

If the constant A is ignored in all three equations (6.13, 6.14, and 6.16), it is possible 

to graph them in terms of 5 , therefore to understand which of Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) is 

better to use and also with which constants. The author graphed all three functions and 

realized that the two-term function can imitate the exact solution in a better way. It was 

seen that the best value of AQ was around 1.03, on the other hand, for 

(^1, ^2) - (0.806,-0.249) the two-term function and the exact solution were almost 

indistinguishable. A plot of all three functions with these values ofthe constants can be 

seen in Fig. 6.3. In this figure, the solid line shows the exact solution, while the dashed 

lines refer to the one and two-term approximate functions. Since a unique combination of 

A^ and A^ gives this approximation, Eq. (6.14) is a linear combination of two nonlinear 

terms, and a circle is essentially an ellipse for which ^^ = 1, this result can be generalized 

to an ellipse. Therefore, it is logical to use the displacement function given by Eq. (6.12) 

for the first mode ofthe clamped elliptical plate. After adding a harmonic time-

dependence to it, one gets 

w{x,y,t) = A 
( 2 2 

2 L 2 

A^ 

V"i 

+ A y 

J 
2 "*" r 2 

A^ 
exp(-/(D^). (6.17) 

Then, the velocity distribution becomes 

u {x,y) = Acii A 
^x' 

v«i 
• + 

y 
\ 

+ A, 
(x' y 

\ 

V^i b: 
(6.18) 

Or, if expanded, it can also be written as 

A 

u{x,y) = Aco 

a 

-) fi A-, (, 3Af 4 2 -^-^2 2 4 

b^ a, b, a, b. '1 "̂ i '1 ^1 

(^,-34) ( 4 - 3 ^ , 2 ( 4 - 3 ^ 
y + 

2 2 
2 , 2 ^ y 

a. a, b, 

(i?A±!^,^,(i^A±M)/,^_^^) 
1̂ h 

(6.19) 

Finally, according to McNitt's analysis the approximate frequency is given by 
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Q 
J Wl(5) 

O H 

O W2(6) 
C/3 

^ W3(8) 

H 0.4 

Figure 6.3. Comparison of Assumed and Exact Displacement Functions 
for a Clamped Circular Plate. 
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CO = 
6.262 D ( 

a. Pp 

1 2 1 
1 + - + 

\ 

V ^^a Ra J 

(6.20) 

Since the present analysis is an approximate one and is only limited to one mode ofthe 

elliptical plate, the far-field acoustic pressure expression is not derived. 

6.2.2 Acoustic Power Radiation 

Substituting the velocity distribution, given by Eq. (6.19), into Eq. (2.20), 

integrating, and simplifying, the dominant acoustic power term becomes 

no = 
pcii'A'A'(^A-3A,\ 

4nc V 12 y 

The second term ofthe acoustic power can be found in the same way as in the 

previous geometric shapes and it is given as 

(6.21) 

n,-
pc^'A'A' 

4nc 

{4A,-3A,){^A,-3Ay){^ + R^) 

4320 
{ka,y. (6.22) 

Therefore, the total power can be written as 

n = P^'A'A^ 

4nc 

(4A,-3A^\ 

12 

{4A,-3A,){^A,-3A,){\ + R^) 

4320 
{ka,y (6.23) 

Finally, substituting {A^,A^ = (0.806,-0.249) into this equation, the total 

approximate acoustic power is obtained as 

n = pco'A'Ap' 

4nc 
0.1095-0.0044(1+ i?^')(^i)' (6.24) 

The main consequence of this result is that a simple expression for the acoustic 

power radiation is obtained in terms ofthe constants used in the two-term displacement 

function given by Eq. (6.12). 
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CHAPTER VII 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this chapter, the results obtained in previous chapters are discussed. Although the 

sources with different geometric shapes were studied in different chapters, now it is better 

to classify them as pistons and plates for comparison purposes. Throughout this chapter 

the acoustic medium used is air, its density, p , is 1.225 kglm\ and the speed of sound 

in air, c, is 340 ml s. These are the values at standard temperature and pressure. 

7.1 Pistons 

7.1.1 Triangular Pistons 

As an example an equilateral triangular piston is considered in this section. The 

numerical values used are aQ=02 m, bQ=02 m, p = 60°, WQ = 0.005 m,and R^2.5m. 

The acoustic intensity of a triangular piston is given by Eq. (3.11). Variation ofthe 

intensity at a specific point on the imaginary far-field hemisphere (0 = 60° and 0 = 30°) 

with the frequency ofthe piston is shown in Fig. 7.1. In this figure, the intensity values 

are in WI m' while the frequency values are in rad I s. From this figure it can be seen 

that the intensity peak occurs at aroimd 21500 rad I s (around 3400 Hz), and as the 

frequency increases further, the intensity level starts decreasing. This means that the 

sound level does not necessarily increase with an increase in the frequency. Fig. 7.2 

shows the variation ofthe intensity with the angle <̂  for co = 20000 rad I s and 0 = 60°. 

In this figure the angle is in rad . It can clearly be seen that the intensity is maximum 

when <l> corresponds to the lines passing through the comers ofthe triangular piston 

(0 = 30° and 90°) and it is minimum when </) corresponds to the lines parallel to the 

edges ofthe piston (0 = 0°, 60° and 120°). Therefore for pistons, comers have an 

important effect on acoustic intensity, and this is a general result. Fig. 7.3 shows the 

variation ofthe intensity with 0 for co = 20000 rad I s and 0 = 45°. From this figure it 
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can be deduced that the intensity increases when 6 approaches the z -axis (0 -> 0°). This 

is also a general result for pistons. 

The acoustic power radiated by a triangular piston is given by Eq. (3.16). The 

variation ofthe power with R^ (the ratio ofthe lengths ofthe two specified edges ofthe 

piston) and /3 (the angle between them) is shown in Fig. 7.4. The same numerical values 

are used as in the intensity plots except for the changing quantities and co = 340 rad I s. 

The unit ofthe acoustic power is W. The limiting cases are 0 and n rad for /3 and 0 for 

R^. Of course, for these cases the triangle becomes a line and the power is zero. As can 

be noticed from this figure that for any R^, the power becomes a maximum when 

/3 = 90°. This is an expected result because this angle gives the maximum area for the 

two edges previously specified. Fig. 7.5 shows the variation ofthe power with /3 and 

kaQ. This figure shows a similar behavior with Fig. 7.4. Again the surface is symmetric 

with respect to j3 = 90° and the power increases with increasing kaQ. As can be recalled 

the acoustic power results presented in this study are limited to low kL values. But as 

will be proved in Section 7.1.3, for pistons, these results can cover a large frequency 

range for sufficiently low L values. Therefore, kaQ values up to 1 was included in Fig. 

7.5. 

7.1.2 Rectangular Pistons 

A square piston is considered as an example of rectangular pistons. The numerical 

values used are a = 0.\5m, b = 0.\5 m, WQ= 0.005 m, and R = 2.5 m. The acoustic 

intensity due to a vibrating rectangular piston is given by Eq. (4.4). Fig. 7.6 shows the 

variation ofthe intensity with the frequency of vibration for the specific far-field point 

defined by 0 = 45° and 6 = 45° together with R. As can be noticed, 0 = 45° corresponds 

to the diagonal ofthe piston. The behavior seen in this figure is similar to the triangular 

piston intensity variation shown in Fig. 7.1. Fig. 7.7 shows the variation ofthe intensity 

with the angle 0 for « = 20000 rad I s and 6 = 45°. From this figure, it is clear that at 

far-field points corresponding to the diagonals ofthe piston, the intensity becomes 
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maximum, and at points corresponding to the lines parallel to the edges it becomes 

minimum. This result is the same as in the case of a triangular piston. Fig. 7.8 shows a 

plot ofthe intensity versus the angle 6 for the same frequency and 0 = 45°. As can be 

seen, most ofthe acoustic radiation is confined to the first half of the 0 range, and again 

the behavior is similar to the one shown in Fig. 7.3. 

The acoustic power radiated from a rectangular piston was found by two different 

approaches; namely, the far-field integration approach and the surface integration 

approach. They are given by Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10), respectively. The variations with the 

frequency of vibration are shown in Fig. 7.9. In this figure, the solid line refers to the 

power found by using the far-field integration approach while the dashed line refers to the 

one found by the other approach. As can be seen their agreement is good up to 5000 

rad I s (around 800 Hz), but after this frequency they start deviating from each other. 

Especially at higher frequencies, the surface integration approach starts giving negative 

real power values, which is not possible. Therefore, these power results are reliable only 

up to ka = 2.5 (5000 rad I s refers to an approximate k value of 15, which when 

multiplied with a gives this value). Naturally, for bigger pistons the frequency range 

becomes shorter, while for smaller pistons higher frequency ranges can be covered. As 

stated in previous chapters, to obtain the acoustic power for very high frequency values 

accurately, a numerical integration ofthe acoustic intensity over the far-field hemisphere 

is necessary. This will be done in the next section. 

7.1.3 Circular Pistons 

The acoustic intensity due to a vibrating circular piston is given by Eq. (5.7). Since a 

circular shape has symmetry with respect to the angle 0, the variation ofthe intensity 

with other parameters is investigated. A circular piston of 0.15 m in diameter is 

considered as an example. Fig. 7.10 shows its variation with 6 and k. As seen in this 

figure, the intensity increases with both ofthe parameters, but the increase is sharper 

when 6 is around 0. The wavy nature ofthe intensity is seen more clearly in the next 

several figures. The variation ofthe intensity with 6 and R is shown in Fig. 7.11. In this 

figure 6 starts with 36° and goes up to 90°. The first 36° is not shown because the 
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intensity increases sharply in this region, and one misses its wavy dependence on the 

angle. This figure clearly shows that the intensity decreases with an increase in the radius 

ofthe far-field hemisphere. This resuft is expected. But, it also shows that an increase in 

0 does not necessarily cause a decrease in the intensity. Fig. 7.12 shows the variation of 

the intensity with k and TQ . As can be seen from this figure, for any constant piston 

radius, TQ , when the acoustic wave number, k, increases the intensity may decrease, and 

the opposite of this statement is also correct. Fig. 7.13 shows the dependence ofthe 

intensity on 6 and h-Q. The first 30° of 6 is not shown. The argument for the previous 

figure also holds for this figure. 

The acoustic power radiated from a circular piston was found by the two methods 

mentioned earUer. They are given by Eqs. (5.12) and (5.14). Fig. 7.14 shows the variation 

ofthe radiated power with the frequency of vibration ofthe piston. In this figure. Tin 

shows the power obtained by integrating Eq. (5.8) numerically, 11/ shows the result 

obtained by the far-field integration approach (given by Eq. (5.12)), and Hy shows the 

result obtained by the surface integration approach (given by Eq. (5.14)). As can be seen, 

the far-field integration approach shows a better agreement with the numerical 

integration. Both of Eqs. (5.12) and (5.14) can be used up to around 6000 rad I s. After 

this frequency, especially, the two-term result obtained by the surface integration 

approach is not reliable, although the three-term result obtained by the far-field 

integration approach gives considerably accurate results up to higher frequencies. Again, 

for smaller pistons the frequency range becomes larger while for bigger pistons this range 

is narrow. 

7.1.4 Elliptical Pistons 

The far-field acoustic pressure for an elliptical piston is given by Eq. (6.5). This is an 

infinite sum of integrals; therefore, one can find a series expansion ofthe acoustic 

pressure depending on the number of terms desired. Then, by using its magnitude, the 

acoustic intensity can be obtained. Naturally, as the number of terms considered increases 

the frequency range, for which the pressure expression is applicable, gets bigger. The 

acoustic intensity from an elliptical piston is not analyzed in this study. 
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The acoustic power from an elliptical piston is given by Eq. (6.10). This is a two-

term result obtained by the surface integration approach. Fig. 7.15 shows the variation of 

the power with the semi-major axis ofthe ellipse, a^, and the acoustic wave number, k. 

The numerical values used in this figure are WQ = 0.005 m (vertical displacement) and 

Ra = 0-5 (aspect ratio). It is seen that the power increases with both ofthe quantities. This 

behavior is the same as in the previous cases. The dependence ofthe power on R^ and 

ka^ is shown in Fig. 7.16. The behavior is similar with the previous figure; the power 

increases with both terms, but the increase with ka^ is sharper. In this figure, for R^ = 1 

the elliptical piston reduces to a circular piston. 

7.2 Plates 

Throughout this section aluminum is used as the plate material, and the dependence 

ofthe obtained acoustic results on various design parameters is investigated. There are 

many types of aluminum. The one used here is Aluminum Alloy 1100-H14 (99% Al), 

and its properties are p^ =2710 kg I m^ (density), E = 10 MPa (modulus of elasticity), 

and G = 26 MPa (modulus of rigidity) (Beer and Johnston, 1992). By using E and G, 

the Poisson's ratio is calculated as u = 0.346. Also, to find the mass per unit area ofthe 

plate, p , the mass per unit volume, p^ , should be multiplied with the thickness ofthe 

plate, h. 

1.2 A Rectangular Plates 

A simply supported rectangular plate is considered as an example. The constants 

used are WQ = 0.005 m, R = 2.5 m, a = 0.3 m, b = 0.2 m,and h = 0.001 m . The 

displacement ofthe plate is given by Eq. (4.21). To see the shape ofthe plate during the 

vibration, a specific pair ofthe numbers ofthe modal lines in both directions is 

considered. For {m,n) = (6,4) the shape ofthe plate is shown in Fig. 7.17. The frequency 

of vibration for this modal pair should be found from Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) together with 

the corresponding frequency coefficients from Table 4.1. This is applicable to all 

rectangular plates considered in this study. By using the frequency and the other given 
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constants, the behavior ofthe acoustic intensity, which is obtained from the pressure 

expression given by Eq. (4.23), can be investigated. Fig. 7.18 shows the variation ofthe 

intensity with the angle (j) for 6 = 60°. 0 is changed between 0° and 90° since the 

behavior is the same in all four quadrants ofthe far-field hemisphere, ft can be seen that 

the intensity is a maximum for 0 = 0°, it becomes a minimum at around 0 = 60° (a point 

of sound cancellation), and levels somewhere in between when (/> = 90°. Fig. 7.19 shows 

the variation ofthe intensity with (j) for 0 = 30°; everything else is the same. As can be 

noticed, the magnitude ofthe intensity drops drastically and the direction of events 

changes. This is a characteristic of all rectangular plates considered in this study. Also a 

change in the modal pair would change the behavior totally. Similarly, if the change of 

the intensity with 6 for a constant cj) is considered, same kind of behavior is observed. 

As a last example, a very high frequency of vibration is considered referring to the modal 

pair {m,n) = (12,8). Fig. 7.20 shows the variation ofthe intensity with (j) for 0 = 60°. It 

can be deduced that the number of minimum intensity points increase with the increasing 

number of modal lines. This is a characteristic of higher modes of rectangular plates. 

The acoustic power radiated by a simply supported rectangular plate is the sum of 

the individual power terms given by Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25). As explained before, the 

acoustic power analysis in this study is limited to low kL values; therefore, for 

rectangular plates, only the first modal pair {m,n) = (2,2) is considered. A further 

increase in any ofthe number of modal lines causes an increase in the frequency of 

vibration corresponding to that specific mode, which in tum results in high kL values 

destroying the accuracy. For a constant plate area of 0.06 m' the variation ofthe acoustic 

power with the aspect ratio is shown in Fig. 7.21. As can be seen from this figure, the 

acoustic power radiated from a simply supported rectangular plate decreases with an 

increase in the aspect ratio for the fundamental mode. In other words, out of all simply 

supported rectangular plates ofthe same area, the square one radiates the lowest sound in 

the fundamental mode. Fig. 7.22 shows the dependence ofthe power on the thickness of 

the plate. This figure indicates that an increase in the thickness ofthe plate results in a 

sharp increase in the acoustic power when all the other parameters are constant. 
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In Chapter IV, in addition to simply supported rectangular plates, five other plates 

with different boundary conditions were studied. The far-field acoustic pressure 

expressions were obtained in closed form. The acoustic intensity for each case can easily 

be found from them. Also, the acoustic power expressions presented in that chapter can 

be used for the fundamental modes ofthe plates. The author analyzed all of these cases 

and observed that their behavior is very similar to that ofthe simply supported 

rectangular plate. Therefore, they are not presented here. 

7.2.2 Circular Plates 

The numerical values used are rQ=0.2m, A = 0.005 m, h = 0.001 w, and R = 2.5 m. 

A clamped circular plate is considered first. The displacement functions for the first three 

modes ofthe plate are shown in Fig. 7.23. For these modes, the variation ofthe acoustic 

intensity with 6 is shown in Fig. 7.24. As can be noticed, for the same parameters other 

than the frequency dependent ones, the first mode is the weakest radiator, and the third 

mode is the strongest one. Fig. 7.25 shows the acoustic power radiation from the forced 

vibration ofthe clamped circular plate. The uniform forcing function is taken to be 

100 TV / m^. To be able to show the whole behavior a log-log plot is used, and Q in this 

figure shows the forcing frequency. The peaks shown correspond to the first two natural 

frequencies ofthe plate. This means that when the forcing frequency is equal to one of 

the plate natural frequencies, resonance conditions are achieved, and the radiated acoustic 

power increases drastically. Fig. 7.26 shows the displacement functions for the first three 

modes of a simply supported circular plate with the same constants given above. Fig. 

7.27 shows the variation ofthe acoustic intensity with 6. Almost the same behavior as in 

the clamped plate is observed. The acoustic power radiation from the forced vibration of 

the simply supported circular plate is shown in Fig. 7.28. The same forcing function is 

used. Again, the same behavior as for the clamped plate is observed; when the forcing 

frequencies becomes equal to the natural frequencies, the power increases sharply. As can 

be noticed, in the power plots only the first two modes are included because ofthe 

previously mentioned limitation ofthe surface integration approach. Fig. 7.29 shows the 

acoustic power from the forced vibration of a clamped and a simply supported circular 
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plate together. This figure indicates that the power curves are very similar for both plates; 

the only difference is a shift towards the left for the simply supported plate. Fmally, Fig. 

7.30 shows the power radiated from the free vibration of a clamped or simply supported 

circular plate. This figure may be a little bit misleading since the radiation from the free 

vibration should be at a distinct frequency; in other words, it is not possible to obtain a 

continuous power curve for the free vibration. In any event, it is a function ofthe 

frequency, and it can be plotted. But, to find the exact power value from the free 

vibration of a clamped or a simply supported circular plate, one should know the 

frequency of vibration for the specific mode considered and find the intersection ofthe 

corresponding power curve with this frequency value. 

7.2.3 Clamped Elliptical Plates 

The acoustic power radiated from a clamped elliptical plate vibrating in its 

fundamental mode is given by Eq. (6.24). This formula is only approximate, and for very 

high aspect ratios (more than 3) it may not be very accurate. The variation ofthe power 

with the aspect ratio for a constant plate area is shown in Fig. 7.31. This figure indicates 

that the power radiated for the fundamental mode decreases with an increase in the aspect 

ratio. The optimum point is a circular plate for which the aspect ratio is 1. This is similar 

to the rectangular-square plate relation observed in Fig. 7.21. Fig. 7.32 shows the 

variation ofthe power with the plate thickness for the fundamental mode ofthe elliptical 

plate. From this figure it can be understood that the power increases with the increasing 

thickness. This behavior is the same as in Fig. 7.22. 
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Figure 7.1. Acoustic Intensity versus Frequency for a Triangular Piston for (j) = 60° and 

0 = 30°. 
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Figure 7.2. Acoustic Intensity versus (j) for a Triangular Piston for co = 20000 rad I s 

and 0 = 60°. 
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Figure 7.3. Acoustic Intensity versus 0 for a Triangular Piston for co = 20000 rad I s 
and 0 = 45°. 

Figure 7.4. Acoustic Power versus R^ and j3 for a Triangular Piston. 
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Figure 7.5. Acoustic Power versus j3 and kaQ for a Triangular Piston. 
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Figure 7.6. Acoustic Intensity versus Frequency for a Rectangular Piston for (f> = 45° and 

0 = 45°. 
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Figure 7.7. Acoustic Intensity versus cj) for a Rectangular Piston for co = 20000 rad I s 

and 0 = 45°. 
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Figure 7.9. Acoustic Power versus Frequency for a Rectangular Piston. 
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Figure 7.10. Acoustic Intensity versus k and 0 for a Circular Piston. 
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Figure 7.11. Acoustic Intensity versus R and 0 for a Circular Piston. 
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Figure 7.12. Acoustic Intensity versus k and r̂  for a Circular Piston. 
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Figure 7.13. Acoustic Intensity versus 0 and h-Q for a Circular Piston. 
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Figure 7.14. Acoustic Power versus Frequency for a Circular Piston. 
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Figure 7.15. Acoustic Power versus k and a^ for an Elliptical Piston. 
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Figure 7.16. Acoustic Power versus ka^ and R^ for an Elliptical Piston. 
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Figure 7.17. Displacement of a Simply Supported Rectangular Plate for {m,n) = (6,4) 
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Figure 7.18. Acoustic Intensity versus (j) for a Simply Supported Rectangular Plate 

with (m,«) = (6,4) for 0 = 60°. 
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Figure 7.19. Acoustic Intensity versus 0 for the Simply Supported Rectangular Plate 

with {m,n) = (6,4) for 0 = 30°. 
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Figure 7.20. Acoustic Intensity versus cj) for the Simply Supported Rectangular Plate 

with (w,«) = (12,8) for 0 = 60°. 
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Figure 7.21. Acoustic Power versus R^ for a Simply Supported Rectangular Plate. 
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Figure 7.22. Acoustic Power versus h for a Simply Supported Rectangular Plate. 
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Figure 7.24. Acoustic Intensity versus 0 for the First Three Modes of a Clamped 
Circular Plate. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

8.1 Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study. 

1. Far-field acoustic pressure and acoustic intensity expressions were obtained 

analytically for most ofthe source shapes considered. It was seen that the far-field 

points corresponding to the comers ofthe pistons have higher acoustic intensity 

values. Also, in the case of plates, depending on the modes of vibration, very 

complex intensity distributions are observed. 

2. Power series expansions ofthe acoustic power radiation were obtained by integrating 

the acoustic intensity over the sources. In this study, this way of solution is called the 

surface integration approach. It is shown that the results are very reliable for low kL 

values. 

3. The acoustic intensity can also be integrated over an imaginary far-field hemisphere 

enclosing the source to find the radiated acoustic power. This is called the far-field 

integration approach. Final power integrals can be evaluated by using the series 

expansions of their contents; therefore, even better series expansions for the acoustic 

power can be found. This was shown in the circular piston analysis in this study. To 

compare the results obtained by the two methods, the final power integral was also 

integrated numerically providing a basis for accuracy. 

4. The acoustic power radiation does not change significantly with shape of pistons 

having a constant area for low kL values. On the other hand, this is not the case for 

plates. 

8.2 Recommendations 

For a further study, the following can be considered. 

1. The obtained acoustic intensity results can be integrated numerically for the far-field 

integration approach; therefore, very accurate acoustic power results for high 

frequencies of vibration can be obtained. 
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2. Acoustic radiation from plates with varying thickness, different shapes and boundary 

conditions can be studied analytically and/or numerically. 

3. Acoustics of structures vibrating under general forcing functions can be studied, 

4. Radiation from three-dimensional structures, such as shells, can be considered. 

5. Problems in which fluid-structure interaction is not negligible can be investigated. 

An example would be underwater acoustics. 

6. The results obtained in this study can be verified experimentally. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATIONS OF THE ACOUSTIC INTENSITY 

AND THE ACOUSTIC POWER FORMULAE 

GIVEN IN CHAPTER II 

It is evident that as compressions pass through an acoustic medium, then there is a 

transfer of energy from the vibrating source to the space above it. The time-averaged rate 

at which this energy is transferred is the acoustic intensity. This is defined as 

-. TI2 

K^) = - \p{x,t)u{x,t)dt, (A.l) 
-T/2 

where T is the period of one cycle of harmonic motion, and x is used to denote the 

position-dependency ofthe quantities. For plane progressive waves, p{x,t) and u{x,t) 

are simply related by 

u{x,t) = ^^^^, (A.2) 

pc 

and the pressure can be written as 

p{x, t) = RQ[P{X) exp(-/cor)], (A.3) 
where p{x) is generally complex. Substituting Pf^{x) + ipj{x) for p{x), expanding the 

exponential term by using Euler's formula, and simplifying gives 

p{x, t) = Pp, {x) cos{cot) + p, {x) sin{cot). (A.4) 

Plugging u{x,t) given by Eq. (A.2) into Eq. (A.l), and then using p{x,t) given by Eq. 

(A.4) yields 

1 '^" 2 

l{x) = f \pj^ {x) cos{cot) + PJ {X) sin{cot)] dt. (A.5) 

After integrating and simplifying, one can get 

pJ'(x) + p,^(x) 

2pc 
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As can be noticed, the numerator of Eq. (A.6) is the square ofthe magnitude of p{x). 

Therefore, the acoustic intensity becomes 

/W = M . (A.7) 
2pc 

which is the same as Eq. (2.10). It is important to note that, |;?(x)| in Eq. (A.7) is the 

magnitude ofthe far-field pressure expression without exp(-zcDr) term. 

In general, the pressure and the velocity are not simply related as given in Eq. (A.2); 

therefore, it is usefiil to obtain the acoustic intensity in terms of both p{x) and u{x). 

Similar to Eq. (A.3), the velocity can be written as 

u{x,t) = Re[w(x)exp(-/co/')] = u,^{x)cos{cot) + Uj{x)sin{cot). (A.8) 

Substituting this velocity and the pressure given by Eq. (A.4) into Eq. (A.l), integrating, 

and simplifying gives 
j ^ . ^ [PR{X)UJ,{X) + PJ{X)UJ{X)] ^^ 

and, it can be seen that, this can also be expressed as 

I{x) = - RQ[P* {X)U{X)] = - RQ[P{X)U (X)] . (A. 10) 

Integrating the given acoustic intensity over any surface of convenience results in the 

acoustic power formula 

n = -Re\ \pudS (A.11) 

which is the same as Eq. (2.12). 

The interested reader is referred to the first chapter of Fahy and Walker (1998) for this 

analysis and some other introductory topics. 
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APPENDIX B 

SIMPLIFIED FAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AND ACOUSTIC 

INTENSITY EXPRESSIONS FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED 

RECTANGULAR PLATES 

For even and odd values of m and n, the far-field pressure distribution given by Eq. 

(4.23) simplify further. These simplified forms are given as 

for {m,n) = (even,even): 

. _. P«XVxp[^(-a)r+^ 
R 

2n[m- \\n -1) cos(i// .g / 2) cos(y ,6/2) *^^-') 

for {m, n) = (even, odd): 

R 
2n(m - l)(n - l)cos(i// ,a / 2) sin(v/ ̂ b 12) ^^'^^ 

"" [{^4 -[n{m-\)]][W,by -[n{n-\)]]' 

for {m, n) = (odd, even): 

PCO'WQAP exp[z(-cDr + kRy\ 
p{R,(t),e,t) = 

R 
2n{m-l){n-\)sin{\i/,al2)cos{\i/^bl2) ^^-^^ 

{{vAM^-^)]]{i^2bfM--^)fy 
and for {m,n) = (odd,odd): 

. PCO'WQAP Qxp[i{-cot + kR)] 
p{R,(l),e,t) = 

R 
2n{m - l){n -1) sin(i// ,a 12) sin(i// ̂ b 12) ^^'^^ 

{{V.af-[n{m-l)f}{{w,bf-[n{n-l)f]' 
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Substituting the magnitudes ofthe given pressure expressions into Eq. (2.10), the 

acoustic intensity expressions can be obtained as 

for {m,n) = (even,even): 

2 

i{R,(l>,e) = 
2PCO'WQ'A; 

R'C 

n{m - \){n -1) cos(i// ̂ a 12) cos(i// 2̂  / 2) 

{ ( v / , a f - K m - l ) ] n { ( v / , 6 f - K « - l ) f } 

for {m, n) = (even, odd) 

l{R,(t>,0) = 
2PCO'WQ'A' 

R'c 

n{m - \){n -1) cos(i// ̂ a 12) sin{\j/ jb 12) 

for {m,n) = (odd,even) 

I{R,(I>,0) = 
2PCO'WQ'AP' 

R'c 

n{m - \){n -1) sin(i// ̂ a 12) cos(v/ JD 12) 

{ ( v / , a ) ^ - K m - l ) f } { ( v / , 6 r - K « - l ) f } 

and for {m,n) = (odd,odd): 

liR 6 Q\ = 1P^'^^^^P^ I ^('"-l)(«-l)sin(i//ifl/2)sin(i//2Zj/2) 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

R'c \[{w4 M^-^n^2b)' -[n{^-^)l] 

In all of these equations, i/Zj and 1//2 are given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), respectively, 

(B.8) 
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APPENDIX C 

SIMPLIFIED ACOUSTIC POWER EXPRESSIONS FOR 

SIMPLY SUPPORTED RECTANGULAR PLATES 

The simplified acoustic power terms are 

for {m,n) = (even,even): 

n„ = 
P(OX'A; 

4nc 
16 

v2 ' 

n,= 
4;rc 

n 

n\m-\y{n-\) 

m-\ + \n-\j 

3;r'(m-l) («-l)^ 

for (m,«) = (even, odd) 

UQ=0, 

n, = 

for (m,«) = (odd, even) 

n, = 

pcoX'K 
4nc 

pa>X'A; 

4nc 

4R/ 
3n\m-\)\n-\f _ 

UQ=0, 

4 
3n'{m-l)\n-\f _ 

{kay 

{kay 

(C.l) 

(kay, (C.2) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

(C.6) 

and for {m,n) = (odd,odd): 

no = o, (C.7) 

n, = o. (C.8) 

In these equations, R^ is the aspect ratio given by Eq. (4.7). 

The total approximate acoustic power for each case can be obtained by adding IIQ 

and III terms. 
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APPENDIX D 

FAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC PRESSURE EXPRESSIONS FOR 

RECTANGULAR PLATES WITH TWO OPPOSING 

EDGES CLAMPED AND OTHER EDGES 

SIMPLY SUPPORTED 

The far-field pressure expressions are 

for {m,n) = (even,even): 

^ _ . PCO'WQA^ ̂ xp[i{-cot + kR)] {n- \)co{{w,b)12] 

' M^-K-i)r} 
(i// î f / 2) sin(i// jfl / 2) cos(7 / 2) - (7 / 2) sin(7 / 2) cos(v/ JA / 2) 

x< 

+K 

{W,al2y-{yl2y 

(i//1<3 / 2) sin(i// jfl / 2) cosh(7 / 2) + (7 / 2) sinh(7 / 2) cos(i// jfl / 2) 

(D.l) 

(v / ,g /2) '+(r /2) ' 

for (w,«) = (even, odd): 

PCO'WQAP exp[z(-co/ + kR)] {n -1)sin[{^/^b) 12] 
p{R,(^,d,t) = 

R [{^^by.[^{n-X)^] 

(i// ja / 2) sin(i// jfl / 2) cos(7 / 2) - (7 / 2) sin(7 / 2) cos(i// jfl / 2) 

X < 

+^ 

{xif,al2y-{yl2y 

{\j/ jfl / 2) sin(v/ jfl / 2) cosh(7 / 2) + (7 / 2) sinh(7 / 2) cos(v/ ̂ a 12) 

(D.2) 

(V/1^/2)^+(7/2)^ 
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for {m,n) = (odd,even): 

^ ( ^ ^ 0 ^ )^ P«'^o^,exp[/(-a)r + ̂ i?)] {n-l)co^{yf,b)l2] 

{{^,by-[n{n-l)f} R 

{\j/,al2)cos{\i/,al2)sin{y' / 2) - (7' / 2) cos(7' / 2) sin(i// ,a 12) 

X < 

{y}f,al2y-{y'l2y 

-{\l/^al2)cos{\i/^al2) sinh{y 7 2) + (7' / 2) cosh(7' / 2) sin{y/^al2) 

(D.3) 

Ji / /1^/2)^(7' /2)^ 

and for {m, n) = (odd, odd): 

r/? ^ fl A_ .P^'^o-^pexp[/(-6)r + M)] {n-\)sin[{\i/^b)l2] 

(i// jfl / 2) cos(i// jfl / 2) sin(7' / 2) - (7' / 2) cos(7' / 2) sin(i// jflf / 2) 

X < 

+^ 

{W,al2y-{y'l2y 

^ -{\j/1« / 2) cos(v/ ifl / 2) sinh(7 7 2) + (7' / 2) cosh(7' / 2) sin(i// JA / 2) 

(D.4) 

{\l/,al2y+{y'l2y 

Again, i/Zj and v/2 in these equations are given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7). 
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APPENDIX E 

FAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC PRESSURE EXPRESSIONS FOR 

RECTANGULAR PLATES WITH TWO NEIGHBORING 

EDGES CLAMPED AND OTHER EDGES 

SIMPLY SUPPORTED 

The far-field pressure expressions are given by 

i. if the plate is rectangular, or, if it is square and m = n 

p{R,^,e,t) = • ^P^'^o^p exp[z(-a)r + kR)] exp[z(i// ,a + x{/ ,b) 12] 

X < -K' (E.l) 

^R [{2^,ay-y''l{2^,by-s' 

y'Qxp{-i\i/^a)\y''{l-K') + {2\}/,ay{\ + K') 

(21//ifl)'- 7 ' ' | 7 ' cosh(7 7 2) -/(2v/jfl) sinh(7 7 2)] 

(21// ,ay +y''][y' cos{y 7 2) - i{2\i/ ,a) sin{y' 12)] 

s'Qxp{-i\ifjA£''{\-C') + {2\ifJ)y{\ + C') 

-C'\{2\i/J)y -£''][£'cosh(£' /2)-/(21//2Z))sinh(e' /2)] 

- (2i//2/>)'+e''|£'cos(£72)-z(2v/2Z?)sin(e72)] 

for a square plate with m = n, b in this expression can be replaced with a, because for a 

square plate they are the same; 
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ii. if it is square and m^n 

p{R,<j>,e,t) = i ̂ P'^'^'^p exp[/(-a)f + kR)] exp[/(v/, + y , )a / 2] 

X < — 

^^ [(2i//,fl)'-7''ll(2i//2fl)'-£' 

7'exp(-zi//i«)[7'2(l-A:') + (2i//,fl)'(l + i:') 

K' {2\i/,ay -y''\y'cos\i{y'12)-i{2\{/,a)sinh{y72)] 

-{2\i/,ay +y'' [7'cos(772)-j(2i//ifl)sin(772)] 

e'exp(-/v/2fl)e' '(l-C') + (2i//2^)^(1+ C') 

-C'[(2i//2fl)'-e''|e'cosh(£72)-/(2i//2fl)sinh(£72)] 

- (2v/2fl)'+e''|e'cos(e72)-/(2i//2fl)sin(£72)] 

_2PCO'WQAP Qxp[i{-cot + kR)] exp[/(i//j +i//2)^/2] 

nR [{2w,ay-y'' (2i//2«) -s'' 

£'Qxp{-i\i/,a)E''{\-C') + {2\i/,ay{l + C') 

•C (2i//jfl) -e'' [e'cosh(e72)-z(2i//ifl)sinh(e72)] 

(2i//ifl)^+e'^][e'cos(e72)-/(2i//ifl)sin(£72)] 

7'exp(-zi//2«)[7''(l-^') + (2v^2«)'(l + ^ ')] 

(21//2«)'- 7 ' ' I 7 ' cosh(7 7 2) -/(2i//2^) sinh(7 7 2)] 

(E.2) 

-K' 

(2i//2fl)'+7''|7'cos(772)-z(2i//2fl)sin(772)] 

where y/^ and 1/̂2 ^^^ given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7). Plus sign in the middle of Eq. (E.2) 

refers to the mode ml n-nl m while minus sign refers to the mode ml n + nl m of the 

plate. 
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APPENDIX F 

FAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC PRESSURE EXPRESSIONS FOR 

RECTANGULAR PLATES WITH ONE SIMPLY 

SUPPORTED AND THREE CLAMPED EDGES 

The far-field pressure expressions are 

for even n: 

jj^ ^ Q . _ , pco'K^p Qxp[i{-cot + kR)] Qxp[i{xif,a 12)] 

nR [{2^lf,ay-y^] 

y'Qxp{-iy/,a)\y''{\-K') + {2\i/,ay{\ + K') 

-K' {2x1/,a) -y'' [7'cosh(772)-/(2v/^fl)sinh(772)] 

(2i//jfl)'+ 7 ' ' I 7 ' cos(7 7 2) - z(2i//ifl) sin(7 7 2)] 

(i// 2b 12) sin(i// 2b 12) cos(£ / 2) - (g / 2) sin(£ / 2) cos(i// 2b 12) 

X < 

+C 

{W,bl2y-{8l2) 

(i// 2b 12) sin(i// 2b 12) cosh(e / 2) + (e / 2) sinh(e / 2) cos(i// 2b 12) 

(1//26/2) +(£/2) ' 

for odd n 

p{R,(t>,e,t) = 
PCO'WQAP exp[z(-co^ + kR)] exp[z(i//jO/2)] 

x< 

nR [{2w,ay-y'^ 

y'Qxp{-i\i/,a)\y''{l-K') + {2xf/,ay{l + K') 

-K'\{2\i/ ,ay -y'%' cosh(7 7 2) - z(2i// ,a) sinh.{y' 12)] 

- '(21// ,ay+y''\y' cos{y 7 2) - z(2i// ,a) sin{y 72)] 

Xi//2^/2)cos(i//2^/2)sin(£72)-(g72)cos(£72)sin(i//2/^/2) 

(F.l) 

(F.2) 

X < 

+C 

{yf2b/2y-{8'l2y 

,-(i//2^/2)cos(i//2^/2)sinh(£72) + (£72)cosh(£72)sin(i//2^/2) 

(i//2^/2) +(£72)^ 
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APPENDIX G 

FAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC PRESSURE EXPRESSIONS FOR 

CLAMPED RECTANGULAR PLATES 

The pressure expressions are 

i. if the plate is rectangular, or, if it is square and m-n^ ±2, ±4, ± 6,... 

for {m,n) = (even,even): 

^ 27ri? 

(i//ifl/2)sin(i//ifl/2)cos(7 / 2) - (7 / 2) sin(7 / 2) cos(i// ,a 12) 

X < 

(i//i«/2) - ( 7 / 2 y 

{Vial 2) sin(i// ,a 12) cosh(7 / 2) + (7 / 2) sinh(7 /2)cos(i//jfl/2) 

(i//ifl/2) +(7/2)^ 

' (i//2^ / 2) sin(i//2^7 / 2) cos(£ / 2) - (£ / 2) sin(£ / 2) cos(i//2^ / 2) 

X < 

+C 

(l//2^/2) - (£ /2) ' 

(i// 2b 12) sin(i// 2b 12) cosh(£ / 2) + (£ / 2) sinh(£ / 2) cos(i// 2b 12) 

(V/2ZJ/2) +(£/2) ' 

for {m,n) = (even,odd): 

2nR 

(i// jfl / 2) sin(i// ,fl / 2) cos(7 / 2) - (7 / 2) sin(7 / 2) cos(i// jfl / 2) 

X s 

+^ 

{x{f,al2y-{yl2)-

{y/ ,a 12) sin(i// ,a 12) cosh.{y 12) + (7 / 2) sinh(7 / 2) cos(i//̂ fl / 2) 

{xif,al2y+{yl2y 

(v/2^ / 2) cos(i//2̂ 7 / 2) sin(£7 2) - (£7 2) cos(£7 2) sin(i//2^/2) 

X < 

(G.l) 

{xif2bl2y-{e'l2y 

-(i//2Z?/2)cos(i//26/2)sinh(£72) + (£72)cosh(£72)sin(i//26/2) 

{\lf2bi2y +{s'l2y (G.2) 
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for {m,n) = (odd,even): 

2nR 

(y/ ,a 12) cos(i// ,a 12) sin{y 7 2) - (7 7 2) cos(7' / 2) sin(i// ,al2) 

x< 
{W,al2y-{y'l2y 

^j., -(i// ,a 12) cos(i// ,a 12) sinh{y' 12) + {y' 12) cosh(7' / 2) sin(v/ Â / 2) 

(v/ j«/2)^(772)^ 

(i// 2̂7 / 2) sin(i// 26 / 2) cos(£ / 2) - (£ / 2) sin(£ / 2) cos(i// 2Z) / 2) 

X < 

(i//2Z)/2) - (£ /2) ' 

_^^(v^^^^^2)sin(^^^ 

(v/2^/2) +(£/2) ' 
(G.3) 

for (m,z7) = (odd, odd): 

2nR 
{WiCi/2) cos{\j/ jflf / 2) sin(7 7 2) - (7 7 2) cos(7' / 2) sin(v/ ̂ a / 2) 

X < 

+K 

{yf,al2y-{y'l2y 

^ -(i// ,a 12) cos(i// jfl / 2) sinh(7 7 2) + (7 7 2) cosh(7' / 2) sin(i// ,a 12) 

{V,a/2y+{r'/2y 

(1// 2b 12) cos(i// 2̂  / 2) sin(£' / 2) - (£7 2) cos(£' / 2) sin(i// 2̂? / 2) 

x< 

+C 

(v/26/2) - (£72) ' 

^-(v/2^/2)cos(i//2^/2)sinh(£72) + (£72)cosh(£72)sin(i//26/2) 

{\l/2bl2y+{£'l2y 
(G.4) 
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n. if it is square and w - « = ±2, ±4, ±6,... 

for {m,n) = (even,even): 

^ . _.p^'K^HK-^^^m 
^ 2nR 

(y/ ,a 12) sin(i// ,a 12) cos{y l2)-{y 12) sin{y 12) cos(i// ,a 12) 

X < 

+K 

{xif,al2y-{yl2) 

(i// ifl / 2) sin(i// ifl / 2) cosh(7 / 2) + (7 / 2) sinh(7 / 2) cos(i//1^ / 2) 

(i//,«/2) +(7/2)^ 

(i// 2^ / 2) sin(i// 2^/2) cos(£ / 2) - (£ / 2) sin(£ / 2) cos(i// 2^ / 2) 

X < 

+C 

_(v/2«/2)'-(£/2y 

(i// 2flf / 2) sin(i// 2^ / 2) cosh(£ / 2) + (£ / 2) sinh(£ / 2) cos(v/ 2^ / 2) 

(v/2a/2)'+(£/2)' 

±z 
PCO'WQA^ Qxp[i{-cot + kR)] 

2nR 

(i//!«/ 2) sin(i// jfl / 2) cos(£ / 2) - (£ / 2) sin(£ / 2) cos(v/ JA / 2) 

x< 

+C 

(i//ia/2) -(fi/2)" 

(i// jflf / 2) sin(i// j<3 / 2) cosh(£ / 2) + (£ / 2) sinh(£ / 2) cos(i// JA / 2) 

(i//ifl/2) +(£/2)^ 

(i// 2flf / 2) sin(i// 2^ / 2) cos(7 / 2) - (7 / 2) sin(7 / 2) cos(v// 2^ / 2) 

X < 

+K 

{y,2^l2y-{yl2) 

(i// 2<3 / 2) sin(i// 2^ / 2) cosh(7 / 2) + (7 / 2) sinh(7 / 2) cos(i// 2^ / 2) 

(i//2a/2)%(7/2)^ 
(G.5) 

where plus sign for the second part refers to the mode ml n-nl m ofthe plate while 

minus sign refers to the mode ml n + nl m. 
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for (w,«) = (odd,odd): 

2;ri? 

X < 

(i// ,a 12) cos(i// ,a 12) sin{y 7 2) - (7 7 2) cos(7' / 2) sin(v/ ,a 12) 

{xif,al2y-{y'l2) 

^^,-{v,al2)cos{\i/,al2)sinh{y'l2) + {y'l2)cosh{y'l2)sin{\i/,al2) 

{W,al2y+{y'l2y 

(i//2fl/2)cos(i//2fl/2)sin(£72)-(£72)cos(£72)sin(i//2fl/2) 

x< 
(i//2a/2)'-(£72)-

^^^-(i//2a/2)cos(i//2a/2)sinh(£72) + (£72)cosh(£72)sin(i//,fl/2) 

±z 

;V/2fl/2) +(£72)^ 

PCO'WQAP Qxp[i{-cot + kR)] 

(G.6) 

27ri? 

x< 

(i//ia/2)cos(v/ifl/2)sin(£72)-(£72)cos(£72)sin(i//jfl/2) 

+C 

{y/,al2y -{E'12) 

,-{\\/,al2)cos{y/,al2)sinh.{£' l2) + {s' l2)cos\i{s' I2)sm{\if,al2) 

{y/,al2y +{s'l2y 

' {\l/ 2a 12)cos{\i/ 2a 12)sin{y' 12)-{y' 12)cos{y' 12)sin{y/ 2^ I '2) 

x< 

+K 

{yf2al2y-{y'l2y 

^ -(i//2^ /2)cos(i//2^ /2) sinh(7 72 ) + (7 7 2)cosh(7' /2)sin(i//,0 /2) 

( i / / , a /2 f+ ( r ' / 2 ) ' 

where plus sign for the second part refers to the mode ml n + nl m ofthe plate while 

minus sign refers to the mode ml n-nl m. 

In all ofthe above equations, y/, and y/2 are given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7). 
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APPENDIX H 

SECONDARY ACOUSTIC POWER EXPRESSIONS 

FOR CIRCULAR PLATES 

The second terms ofthe acoustic power radiation for circular plates (both clamped 

and simply supported) are given by 

for the free vibration: 

pcoU'A' 

4nc — \3 [ 3(Xr„) [ 
WT ^ ''o(^o)^i(^'-o) 

— \2{s+\) 
(H.l) 

{XrQ)j:',2"'\s + 2){s^)' 
{f^of> 

and for the forced vibration: 

n, pQ^l 2\2[AJ,{prQ) + CI,{prQ)] FQ 

X 

47rc 1 3 1 {prQ) 

4i!^ro)MPfo)-2MP^o)] 

Pp^' 

+ ct (̂ ô)̂ '̂ 
(H.2) 

Fr. iK)' 
{prQy t'o2''^\s + 2){sy)' 4pp^ 

In Eq. (H.2), the constant A is given by Eq. (5.43) for a clamped circular plate while it is 

given by Eq. (5.63) for a simply supported circular plate. The constant C in the same 

equation can be calculated by using Eq. (5.42) together with both plates' corresponding 

A values. 
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